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QUANTUM TEICHMU¨LLER SPACE FROM QUANTUM PLANE
IGOR B. FRENKEL AND HYUN KYU KIM
Abstract. We derive the quantum Teichmu¨ller space, previously constructed by Kashaev
and by Fock and Chekhov, from tensor products of a single canonical representation of the
modular double of the quantum plane. We show that the quantum dilogarithm function
appears naturally in the decomposition of the tensor square, the quantum mutation opera-
tor arises from the tensor cube, the pentagon identity from the tensor fourth power of the
canonical representation, and an operator of order three from isomorphisms between canon-
ical representation and its left and right duals. We also show that the quantum universal
Teichmu¨ller space is realized in the infinite tensor power of the canonical representation
naturally indexed by rational numbers including the infinity. This suggests a relation to
the same index set in the classification of projective modules over the quantum torus, the
unitary counterpart of the quantum plane, and points to a new quantization of the universal
Teichmu¨ller space.
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1. Introduction
It was known for a long time that the Teichmu¨ller space of an oriented surface, with possible
punctures and boundaries, possesses a canonicalWeil-Petersson symplectic form (see [A], [Wol]).
But only more recently Kashaev [K1] and, independently, Fock and Chekhov [F], [CF] were able
to construct a quantization of the classical Teichmu¨ller space. This quantization was achieved
thanks to an ingenious systems of coordinates, first studied by Thurston [Th] and Penner [P1],
that are based on ideal triangulations of an oriented surface equipped with a hyperbolic metric.
In the Kashaev variant of the Penner coordinates the canonical Poisson structure has a diagonal
form and its quantization is given by the Heisenberg algebra
[pj, xk] =
δjk
2πi
, j, k ∈ I(1.1)
indexed by the set of ideal triangles I. The Fock-Chekhov quantization can be easily derived
from Kashaev’s via a Heisenberg subalgebra of (1.1) in a certain basis corresponding to quan-
tization of Thurston coordinates (see [GuL]). The key point of the Kashaev and Fock-Chekhov
quantization is the verification of the consistency of the quantization under the change of the
ideal triangulations. In the Kashaev approach this consistency follows from a certain projective
representation of the group GI with generators aj , tjk, pjk, where j, k belong to a finite set I,
with the relations for all j, k, ℓ ∈ I
a3j = e,(1.2)
ajtjkak = aktkjaj,(1.3)
tjkajtkj = ajakpjk,(1.4)
tkℓtjk = tjktjℓtkℓ,(1.5)
and pjk satisfies the relations of an involution of j, k ∈ I in the permutation group of the set
I (here pjk is not to be confused with one of the Heisenberg generator pj as in (1.1)). The
projective representation of GI can be viewed as a representation of the central extension ĜI
of GI with the corresponding generators âj , t̂jk, p̂jk and the central element z satisfying the
same relations (1.2), (1.3), (1.5), and a modification of (1.4):
t̂jkâj t̂kj = zâjâkp̂jk(1.6)
with z represented by the identity times ζ = e−2πi(b+b
−1)2/24.
The main ingredient of the Kashaev representation of the group ĜI , as well as of the Fock-
Chekhov construction, is the remarkable function introduced previously by Faddeev and Kashaev
under the name of quantum dilogarithm [FaK]. Though this function, in different guises, was
known long time ago [B], [Sh], it became especially important since the works of Faddeev and
Kashaev [FaK], [Fa] and its central role in quantization of the Teichmu¨ller spaces [K1], [K2],
[F], [CF]. In fact the main goal of the Faddeev-Kashaev paper [FaK] was to quantize the Rogers
pentagon identity for the classical dilogarithm function thus providing a representation of the
subgroup of GI with the generators tjk, j, k ∈ I, and the relations (1.5).
Though the representation of the group ĜI via the quantum dilogarithm does provide a quan-
tization of the Teichmu¨ller space the formulas involved in the construction look ad hoc and
require further elucidation. In particular, it is well known that the pentagon identity arises
from an associativity constraint for a tensor category. If the tensor category is also rigid it
yields in addition a duality constraint which satisfies some additional relations. This leads to a
natural question: is the representation of the group ĜI and therefore the quantum Teichmu¨ller
space originate from a special rigid tensor category? In this paper we show that it is indeed the
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case and the appropriate rigid tensor category comes from the representation theory of a rather
basic Hopf algebra associated to the quantum plane! The latter is the noncompact version
of the modular quantum torus and is generated by the four self-adjoint operators X,Y, X˜, Y˜
satisfying the following relations (cf. [Fa])
XY = q2Y X, X˜Y˜ = q˜2Y˜ X˜,(1.7)
where
q = eπib
2
, q˜ = eπib
−2
, b ∈ (0,∞), b2 /∈ Q.(1.8)
This algebra, denoted by Bqq˜ in this paper, has one natural representation π in the represen-
tation space H of the Heisenberg algebra
[p, x] =
1
2πi
(1.9)
via
π(X) = e−2πbp, π(Y ) = e2πbx, X˜ = e−2πb
−1p, Y˜ = e2πb
−1x.(1.10)
To ensure a nontrivial tensor category we define the comultiplication as follows
∆X = X ⊗X, ∆Y = Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y, ∆X˜ = X˜ ⊗ X˜, ∆Y˜ = Y˜ ⊗ X˜ + 1⊗ Y˜ .(1.11)
From (1.11) and the counit ǫ(X) = 1 = ǫ(X˜), ǫ(Y ) = 0 = ǫ(Y˜ ), the antipode S is uniquely de-
termined, yielding a Hopf algebra structure on Bqq˜, which can be viewed as the Borel subalgebra
of the modular double of Uq(sl(2,R)).
The key property of H crucial to our construction is that its tensor square is decomposed
into a direct integral of irreducible representations equivalent to H. As a result we obtain an
isomorphism
H⊗H ∼=M ⊗H,(1.12)
where M ∼= HomBqq˜ (H,H ⊗ H) is the “multiplicity” space. After an identification of H and
M with L2(R) we can express (1.12) by a certain integral transform based on the quantum
dilogarithm function. Then the canonical isomorphism
(H1 ⊗H2)⊗H3 ∼= H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗H3)(1.13)
yields an operator
T :M643 ⊗M412 ∼−→M523 ⊗M615,(1.14)
which is often referred to as ‘quantum mutation operator’, and it can be explicitly identified
using the realization M ∼= L2(R). By construction, the operator T satisfies the pentagon
identity (1.5).
Another important property of H that we use is isomorphism with the dual representations
H′ ∼= H ∼= ′H(1.15)
where H′ (resp. ′H) denotes the dual space with the action of the quantum plane algebra
defined to be dual to π ◦ S (resp. π ◦ S−1). The pairing gives the intertwining operators
H′ ⊗H → C, H⊗ ′H → C.(1.16)
Then the composition of the operators (1.15) and (1.16) provides the canonical isomorphisms
HomBqq˜ (H3,H1 ⊗H2) ∼= Inv(H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3) ∼= Inv(′H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3) ∼= HomBqq˜ (H1,H2 ⊗H3)
(1.17)
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and yields another operator
A :M312
∼−→M123(1.18)
which after realizations of M312 and M
1
23 becomes an explicit operator in L
2(R). The natural
requirement that ′H′ ∼= H is the identity map implies that A3 = 1 representing (1.2). One
can also deduce two other relations (1.3) and (1.6) that involve both operators T and A. Thus
tensor products of a single representation of the quantum plane and its equivalent dual yield a
faithful representation of the group ĜI .
To compare our representation of the group ĜI with the original Kashaev projective repre-
sentation we embed our operator A into a one-parameter family of operators A(m) that differ
from A by the factor eπ(m−1)(b+b
−1)p so that A ≡ A(1). We show that for any m ∈ R, the
pair of operators T, A(m) provides a representation of the group ĜI with the central element
z represented by the identity times ζ1−m
2
. Note that the Kashaev original representation of
ĜI by certain explicit operators T˜jk, A˜j , j, k ∈ I, yields the central extension corresponding
to m = 0. One of the main results of this paper is the equivalence of our representation of the
group ĜI realized by Tjk, A
(0)
j , j, k ∈ I and the Kashaev representation. More explicitly, we
find a unitary operator U in L2(R) such that
(U−1 ⊗ U−1)Tjk(U ⊗ U) = T˜jk, U−1A(0)j U = A˜j , i, j ∈ I (i 6= j).(1.19)
Considering unitary transformation of the one-parameter family U−1A
(m)
j U = A˜
(m)
j we are
able to extend the Kashaev representation for all values m ∈ R, of the central extension.
As soon as we have a representation of ĜI we can apply it to quantization of Teichmu¨ller space
for various surfaces as it was done in the original work [K1], [F], [CF]. In this paper we consider
just a simple example of a disk with n distinguished points on the boundary to illustrate an
advantage of a representation theoretic approach. Though our quantization of the Teichmu¨ller
space is equivalent to the one of Kashaev we do not need to use an initial triangulation of the
surface; the independence of the quantum Teichmu¨ller space on a triangulation is built into our
construction.
Moreover, our construction can be generalized to higher rank quantum algebras that are
the modular doubles of the Borel subalgebras of quantum groups Uqg and can be applied to
quantization of higher Teichmu¨ller spaces, previously constructed in [FG].
We conclude the paper with the quantization of the universal Teichmu¨ller space which can be
viewed as a limit of the example of a disk with n distinguished points on the boundary when n
tends to infinity, and we obtain
Inv
(
⊗r∈Q̂Hr
)
, Hr ∼= H, ∀r.(1.20)
It is interesting to note that Q̂ = Q∪{∞} ∼= Γ∞\PSL2(Z), where Γ∞ is the subgroup of upper
triangular matrices, also appears as a natural index set in the classification of the projective
modules for the quantum torus, which can be viewed as a unitary counterpart of the quantum
plane. This observation leads us to conjecture a new quantization of the universal Teichmu¨ller
space, discussed at the end of our paper.
Acknowledgments. H. K. would like to thank Ivan Ip for helpful discussions. The research
of I. F. was supported by NSF grant DMS-0457444.
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2. Quantum dilogarithm
2.1. Introduction to quantum dilogarithm. We mainly follow [Ru1] and [Ru2] for technical
reference for this section; readers should consult those two papers for any omitted details. Fix
b ∈ (0,∞) with b2 /∈ Q; we will use the following symbols frequently throughout this paper:
q = eπib
2
, q˜ = eπib
−2
, a = (b + b−1)/2, χ =
π
24
(b2 + b−2), ζ = e−πia
2/3.
For z ∈ C, the symbols ℜz and ℑz will mean real part and imaginary part of z, respectively.
Consider the function G defined as
G(z) = exp
(
i
∫ ∞
0
dy
y
(
sin(2yz)
2 sinh(by) sinh(b−1y)
− z
y
))
, |ℑz| < a.(2.1)
In the strip |ℑz| < a, the function G is a well-defined (it’s not difficult to prove the convergence
of the integral) analytic function with no zeros in the strip, satisfying the functional equations
G(z + ib±1/2)
G(z − ib±1/2) = 2 cosh(πb
±1z).(2.2)
By using (2.2), G can be analytically continued to the entire complex plane to a meromorphic
function with simple zeros at
zkl ≡ ia+ ikb+ ilb−1, k, l ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}
and simple poles at −zkl. This meromorphic function G is actually the unique “minimal”
solution of (2.2) with G(0) = 1; here “minimal” means lnG(z) is polynomially bounded in
|ℑz| < max(b, b−1)/2. , i.e. ∃c, d > 0 and N ∈ N s.t.
| lnG(z)| < c+ d|z|k, ∀z ∈ {|ℑz| ≤ max(b, b−1)/2}.
It is easy to see from (2.1) that |G(x)| = 1 for all x ∈ R, and
G(z)G(−z) = 1.
Asymptotic behavior of G is
G(z)e±(iχ+
πi
2 z
2) = 1 +O(e−ρ|ℜz|), ℜz → ±∞, ρ < 2πmin(b, b−1),(2.3)
where the implied constant can be chosen uniformly for ℑz varying over compact subsets of R.
Note that the defining relations (2.2) can be written as
G(z + ib±1) = (eπib
±2/2eπb
±1z + e−πib
±2/2e−πb
±1z)G(z).(2.4)
In this paper, we will take advantage of the following two functions:
SR(z) := G(z − ia)eiχ+πi2 (z−ia)
2
,(2.5)
SL(z) := G(z − ia)e−iχ−πi2 (z−ia)
2
.(2.6)
We can find out from (2.4) that the defining relations for SR(z) and SL(z) are
SR(z + ib
±1) = (1− e−2πb±1z)SR(z), SL(z + ib±1) = (1− e2πb
±1z)SL(z).(2.7)
Let p = 12πi
d
dz , so that e
−2πb±1p is the shift operator (by the amount ib±1), i.e. e−2πb
±1pf(z) =
f(z + ib±1). Using this, the above relations for SR and SL can be written as
(e−2πb
±1p + e−2πb
±1z)SR = SR, (e
−2πb±1p + e2πb
±1z)SL = SL.
Observe that the Fourier transform maps z to −p and p to z. Thus, it sends the defining
relations of SL exactly to those of SR. By uniqueness, the Fourier transform of SL has to
coincide with SR up to a constant. Ruijsenaars [Ru2] made precise sense of this:
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Proposition 2.1. One has∫
R
e2πizwSR(w)dℜw = e−2iχe−πi/4SL(z), ℑz,ℑw > 0, ℑz + ℑw < a.(2.8)
By taking suitable limits of ℑz and ℑw in (2.8), we obtain some specializations of (2.8), which
make sense as functionals on W ⊂ L2(R, dx), the space of finite C-linear combinations of the
functions
e−Ax
2/2+BxP (x), where P (x) is a polynomial in x, and A ∈ R>0, B ∈ C.(2.9)
The elements of W rapidly decrease at ±∞, and are analytic; moreover,W is closed under the
Fourier transform. When dealing with integrals whose integrands have poles on the real line,
we will modify the contour of integration near the poles, so that the contour takes a detour
around the pole via a small half circle. To specify whether the small half circle is located above
or below the pole, we introduce the notation
∫
R
∼ du∩v, which means the modified contour
avoids the pole v via a small half circle above v (it could’ve been also denoted by
∫
Ωv
∼ du);
similarly, the symbol du∪v will mean that the contour is modified with small half circle below
v, throughout the paper. When there are multiple poles on the real line, we use combination
of these symbols, e.g.
∫
R
∼ du∩v1∪v2 .
Corollary 2.2. One has∫
R
e2πixuG(u − ia)e πi2 u2eπaudu∩0 = e2iχeπi/4G(x− ia)e−πi2 x2e−πax,(2.10) ∫
R
e−2πixuG(x− ia)e−πi2 x2e−πaxdx∩0 = e−2iχe−πi/4G(u − ia)e πi2 u2eπau,(2.11) ∫
R
e2πiuxG(u − ia)e πi2 u2e−πaudu∩0 = e−iχG(x)e− πi2 x2 ,(2.12) ∫
R
G(x)e−
πi
2 x
2
e−2πixudx = eiχG(u − ia)e πi2 u2e−πau,(2.13)
as functionals on W , in the following sense: when evaluating on elements of W , we always
avoid the pole x = 0 of G(x − ia) from above; for example, (2.10) is in the sense of
∫
R
(∫
R
e2πixuG(u − ia)e πi2 u2eπauf(x)dx
)
du∩0 =
∫
R
e2iχeπi/4G(x − ia)e−πi2 x2e−πaxf(x)dx∩0,
(2.14)
for functions f(x) ∈ W .
Proof. By using (2.3), the dominated convergence theorem (applied as ℑw ց 0) allows us to
obtain (2.8) (equality as functions) for the case ℑw = 0 (then we need 0 < ℑz < a). Then,
we multiply f(z) = e−Az
2+BzP (z) to both sides of (2.8) (for ℑw = 0) and integrate w.r.t.
ℜz. Using (2.3) and the decaying property of f , we can prove that the integrands of LHS and
RHS are both integrable. Hence we can use Fubini’s theorem for LHS, to switch the order of
integration (dℜz and du∩0). Now, modify the contour on the RHS to (dℜz)∩0; this is possible
because we don’t hit the pole of G by doing so. Using (2.3) and the decaying property of f
and F−1ℜz f (inverse Fourier transform of f w.r.t. ℜz), we can show that it’s possible to use the
dominated convergence theorem as ℑz ց 0, which yields (2.14). Note that the contour for RHS
shouldn’t be modified to (dℜz)∪0 instead, because then the contour will hit the pole z = 0 of
G(z − ia) either when we modify the contour from dℜz to (dℜz)∪0, or when we take the limit
ℑz ց 0.
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Then, (2.11) is obtained by Fourier transform applied to (2.10); putting the Fourier transform
of f(x) = e−Ax
2+BxP (x) (where P is a polynomial) into the place of f in (2.14) yields the
result:∫
R
∫
R
e−2πixuG(x − ia)e−πi2 x2e−πaxf(u)dudx∩0 =
∫
R
e−2iχe−πi/4G(u − ia)e πi2 u2eπauf(u)du∩0.
For (2.12): as done above, taking the limit ℑwց 0 for (2.8) can be performed without difficulty.
We then proceed as we did to obtain (2.14), to get∫
R
∫
R
e2πiuxG(u− ia)e πi2 u2e−πauf(x)dxdu∩0 =
∫
R
e−iχG(x)e−
πi
2 x
2
f(x)dx,(2.15)
for f(x) = e−Ax
2+BxP (x). Putting the Fourier transform of f into the place of f in (2.15)
yields the result for (2.13):∫
R
∫
R
G(x)e−
πi
2 x
2
e−2πixuf(u)dudx =
∫
R
eiχG(u − ia)e πi2 u2e−πauf(u)du∩0.

Remark 2.3. For the moment, we made sense of Corollary 2.2 only as functionals on W
but not as distributions on usual Schwartz space, because we need the test functions to have
analytic continuation, since we deal with integrals along contours which are not just real lines.
However, later in this paper, we will be more general and will treat distributions on a newly
defined Schwartz space associated to a ∗-algebra of interest, which replaces the usual Schwartz
space to suit better for our purposes. See §3.2 and §4.1.
Woronowicz [Wor] proves a formula equivalent to another specialization obtained by taking
limit as ℑw ր a and ℑz ց 0.
Volkov [V] asserts that the “tau-binomial theorem” can be proved similarly as the Fourier
transform formula (2.8); one specialization of the tau-binomial formula is as follows.
Proposition 2.4. One has∫
R
G(z − v − ia)G(y − z − ia)e−iπz(y−v+2w)e−2πazdz∪y∩v
=
G(y − v − ia)G(w − ia)
G(y − v + w − ia) e
−πi(y+v)we
iπ
2 (−y
2+v2)e−πa(y+v),
(2.16)
as functionals on W ; to be precise, (2.16) means∫
R
(∫
R
G(y − v + w − ia)G(z − v − ia)G(y − z − ia)e−iπz(y−v+2w)e−2πazf(w)dw∩(v−y)
)
dz∪y∩v
=
∫
R
G(y − v − ia)G(w − ia)e−πi(y+v)we iπ2 (−y2+v2)e−πa(y+v)f(w)dw∩0,
for f ∈ W .
Volkov [V] also asserts that sending w to p− y in (2.16) yields:
Proposition 2.5. One has∫
R
G(x− p− ia)G(y − x− ia)e−πix(y−p)e2πaxdx∪y∩p = δ(y − p)eπa(p+y),(2.17) ∫
R
G(x− p− ia)G(y − x− ia)eπix(y−p)e−2πaxdx∪y∩p = δ(y − p)e−πa(p+y),(2.18)
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as functionals on W ; (2.18) is in the sense of∫
R
∫
R
G(x − p− ia)G(y − x− ia)eπix(y−p)e−2πaxf(y)dy∩xdx∩p = e−πa(p+y)f(p),
for f ∈ W , and similarly for (2.17).
Ruijsenaars [Ru2] proves Proposition 2.5 without using (2.16); see Corollary 2.7 in the next
subsection. Different people use different versions of the quantum dilogarithm; see Appendix
A of [Ru2] for details.
2.2. Quantum dilogarithm integral transformation. Define
ER(z, w) ≡ e2πizwSR(z − w),(2.19)
EL(z, w) ≡ e−2πizwSL(z − w),(2.20)
where SR and SL are as defined in (2.5) and (2.6). Then it’s easy to check
e2πb
±1pyER(x, y) = (e2πb
±1x − e2πb±1y)ER(x, y),(2.21)
e−2πb
±1pyEL(y, x) = (e2πb
±1x − e2πb±1y)EL(y, x),(2.22)
where py =
1
2πi
d
dy . As in eq (3.36) of [Ru2], define the integral transformations TR and TL by
Tσ :W ⊂ L2(R, dy)→ L2(R, dx), φ(y) 7→
∫
R
Eσ(x, y)φ(y)dy∪x, σ = R,L,(2.23)
where W is as in (2.9). The integrals are well-defined due to asymptotic property (2.3) and
decaying property of φ ∈W .
A part of principal result of [Ru2] (Theorem 4.3 there) is:
Theorem 2.6. The transforms TR and TL are unitary operators related by
TL = T ∗R .
Corollary 2.7. One has∫
R
EL(y, x)ER(x,w)dx∩w∪y = δ(w − y) =
∫
R
ER(y, x)EL(x,w)dx∩w∪y ,(2.24)
as functionals on W , in the sense that∫
R
(∫
R
EL(y, x)ER(x,w)φ(w)dw∪x
)
dx∪y = φ(y)(2.25)
for φ ∈ W , and similarly for the second equality of (2.24).
We will study integral transformations slightly modified from TL, TR.
3. Modular double of quantum plane Hopf algebra
3.1. The quantum plane. The quantum plane, the principal object of our study, is the free
algebra over C generated by two elements X and Y with relation XY = q2Y X , where
q = eπib
2
, b ∈ (0,∞), b2 /∈ Q,(3.1)
equipped with a ∗-structure given by X∗ = X and Y ∗ = Y . As explained in [Sc], this algebra
can be viewed as the coordinate algebra of the ‘quantum two-dimensional real vector space’.
Meanwhile, its unitary counterpart, ‘the quantum torus’, has the ∗-structure given by X∗ =
X−1 and Y ∗ = Y −1, and can be viewed as the coordinate algebra of the ‘quantum two-
dimensional torus’.
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Recall that a Hopf ∗-algebra is a Hopf algebra B over C equipped with a ∗-algebra structure
which is compatible with the coalgebra structure, i.e. the comultiplication and the counit are ∗-
homomorphisms. A ∗-structure on B is a conjugate-linear map ∗ : B → B such that (u∗)∗ = u,
(u1u2)
∗ = u∗2u
∗
1, 1
∗ = 1.
Definition 3.1. (quantum plane) The Hopf ∗-algebra Bq is defined as:
generators : X±1, Y
relations : XY = q2Y X
star-structure : X∗ = X, Y ∗ = Y
coproduct : ∆X = X ⊗X, ∆Y = Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y
antipode : S(X) = X−1, S(Y ) = −Y X−1
counit : ǫ(X) = 1, ǫ(Y ) = 0
and Bq is defined as its subalgebra generated by X,Y .
‘B’ stands for the ‘Borel subalgebra’ of Uq(sl(2,R)).
Proposition 3.2. The algebra Bq indeed satisfies the Hopf ∗-algebra axioms.
We now study a class of operator representations of Bq. A class of “well-behaved” represen-
tations of Bq by operators on a Hilbert space is classified in [Sc]; they are named “integrable”
representations. If we further require that the operators representing X and Y be positive defi-
nite, then there exists a unique irreducible representation having these properties up to unitary
equivalence; this representation is given by the actions
π(X) = e−2πbp, π(Y ) = e2πbx,(3.2)
densely defined on L2(R), where p = 12πi
d
dx (so p, x form a Heisenberg pair: [p, x] =
1
2πi ), so
that (π(X)f)(x) = f(x+ ib).
For the treatment about domain of π, we follow Goncharov’s approach [G]. We first let Bq
act via π on the dense subspace W of L2(R, dx), as defined in (2.9). Then π(X), π(Y ) are
symmetric unbounded operators on W . A quick summary of results of [Sc] is as follows:
Proposition 3.3. The pair (π(X), π(Y )) of positive definite operators given in (3.2) defines
an irreducible “integrable” operator representation of (the ∗-algebra) Bq, i.e. ∃k ∈ Z s.t. for any
t, s ∈ R, the unitary operators π(X)it, π(Y )is satisfy π(X)itπ(Y )is = ei(−2πb2+2πk)tsπ(Y )isπ(X)it,
and π(X), π(Y ) have self-adjoint extensions in L2(R). Furthermore, such π is uniquely deter-
mined up to unitary equivalence.
3.2. The modular double of the quantum plane. Let q = eπib
2
, b > 0, b2 /∈ Q, as in (3.1).
For the special complex number q˜ = eπib
−2
, the two quantum plane algebras Bq and Bq˜ can be
put together nicely to form ‘the modular double’, the notion first introduced by Faddeev ([Fa])
:
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Definition 3.4. (modular double of quantum plane) The Hopf ∗-algebra Bqq˜ is defined as:
generators : X±1, Y, X˜±1, Y˜
relations : XY = q2Y X, X˜Y˜ = q˜2Y˜ X˜,
[X, X˜] = [X, Y˜ ] = [Y, X˜] = [Y, Y˜ ] = 0
star-structure : X∗ = X, Y ∗ = Y, X˜∗ = X˜, Y˜ ∗ = Y˜
coproduct : ∆X = X ⊗X, ∆Y = Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y, ∆X˜ = X˜ ⊗ X˜, ∆Y˜ = Y˜ ⊗ X˜ + 1⊗ Y˜
antipode : S(X) = X−1, S(Y ) = −Y X−1, S(X˜) = X˜−1, S(Y˜ ) = −Y˜ X˜−1
counit : ǫ(X) = 1, ǫ(Y ) = 0, ǫ(X˜) = 1, ǫ(Y˜ ) = 0
and Bqq˜ is defined as its subalgebra generated by X,Y, X˜, Y˜ . Whenever clear from the context,
B will denote Bqq˜ throughout.
Remark 3.5. When B is represented as operators on a Hilbert space, we will require X˜ = X1/b2
and Y˜ = Y 1/b
2
as operators.
Proposition 3.6. The algebra Bqq˜ satisfies the Hopf ∗-algebra axioms.
We now let B act on W , by letting X˜, Y˜ act in a similar manner as in (3.2), with b replaced
by b−1. Then W is a representation of the ∗-algebra B via the action π. Denote by (·, ·) the
inner product of L2(R).
Definition 3.7. The Schwartz space SB for the ∗-algebra B is a subspace of L2(R) consisting
of vectors f such that the functional w 7→ (f, π(u)w) on W is continuous for the L2-norm, for
any fixed u ∈ B.
The Schwartz space SB for the ∗-algebra B is the common domain of definition of operators
from B in L2(R) (via action π). Given s ∈ SB and u ∈ B, since the functional w 7→ (f, π(u)w)
defined on a dense subspace W of L2(R) is continuous, by Riesz representation theorem there
exists a unique g ∈ L2(R) such that (s, π(u)w) = (g, w) for all w ∈ W . Let π(u∗)s := g; this is
how elements of B act on SB via π. This Schwartz space SB has a natural topology given by
seminorms
Nu(f) := ||uf ||L2, u runs through a basis in B.
The key property of the Schwartz space SB is the following:
Theorem 3.8. The space W is dense in the Schwartz space SB.
One can interpret Theorem 3.8 by saying that the ∗-algebra B is essentially self-adjoint in
L2(R) (via π). See [G] for proofs and other details.
We now define “integrable” representations for the modular double B = Bqq˜:
Definition 3.9. The quadruple (π(X), π(Y ), π(X˜), π(Y˜ )) of positive definite operators on a
Hilbert space defines an “integrable” representation of (the ∗-algebra) B, if all of the following
are satisfied:
1) the pair (π(X), π(Y )) defines an integrable representation of the subalgebra Bq,
2) the pair (π(X˜), π(Y˜ )) defines an integrable representation of the subalgebra Bq˜,
3) one has π(X)1/b
2
= π(X˜), π(Y )1/b
2
= π(Y˜ ), and π(u) commutes with π(v˜) for u =
X,Y and v = X˜, Y˜ , and
4) the ∗-algebra B is essentially self-adjoint (via π),
where the subalgebras in 1), 2) are defined by Bq = 〈X,Y 〉 and Bq˜ = 〈X˜, Y˜ 〉.
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Proposition 3.10. There exists a unique (up to unitary equivalence) irreducible integrable
representation of (the ∗-algebra) B by positive-definite operators π(u), u = X,Y, X˜, Y˜ , defined
on H ≡ L2(R, dx) by
π(X) = e−2πbp, π(Y ) = e2πbx, π(X˜) = e−2πb
−1p, π(Y˜ ) = e2πb
−1x,
where the common domain of operators π(u) (u ∈ B) is SB.
Remark 3.11. One has (π⊗2(∆X))1/b
2
= π⊗2(X˜), (π⊗2(∆Y ))1/b
2
= π⊗2(Y˜ ); this will be
explained at the end of §4.1.
Remark 3.12. The reason why we omit X−1 (and X˜−1) when considering representations will
be explained in Remark 4.3. So far, it wasn’t necessary to have X−1 (and X˜−1).
4. Intertwining operators and their relations
4.1. Intertwining operator for tensor product decomposition. For two representations
(πj , Vj) of B, j = 1, 2, the coproduct of B allows us to define tensor product representation π12
on V1 ⊗ V2 via π12(u) ≡ (π1 ⊗ π2)(∆u) for every u ∈ B. We take Vj ∼= H (as in Proposition
3.10), j = 1, 2, and decompose V1 ⊗ V2 into irreducibles. One obtains
H⊗H ∼=
∫ ⊕
R
H(4.1)
in some sense, hence this class of B-representations as in Proposition 3.10 (with single simple
object) is closed under tensor product. The purpose of this section is to establish (4.1) in the
following form
H⊗H ∼=M ⊗H,(4.2)
where M is understood as a “multiplicity” module. Recall H ≡ L2(R) as vector spaces. We
will realize M also as L2(R) by establishing the isomorphism (4.2); the explicit formula for the
isomorphism (both directions) is given in this subsection.
Definition 4.1. For real variables α, x, x1, x2, define a distribution kernel
⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
and its
inverse
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
as follow:⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
= e2πiα(x−x1)ER(x− x1, x2 − x1),(4.3) ⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
= e−2πiα(x−x1)EL(x2 − x1, x− x1),(4.4)
where ER, EL are as defined in (2.19) and (2.20).
Our space of distributions will be S∗B, the topological dual to the Schwartz space SB studied
in subsection 3.2. In actual proofs of identities about distributions, it will be sufficient and
convenient to evaluate the distributions on W instead of on SB, in virtue of Theorem 3.8. We
denote by 〈 , 〉 the pairing between distributions and the test functions. In this paper, the
‘transpose’ (or ‘dual’) of an operator A on SB is denoted by At, so that 〈Af, g〉 = 〈f,Atg〉 for
all f, g ∈ SB.
The main result of this subsection is the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.2. Let (π1,H1), (π2,H2) be isomorphic to the representations of B as in Propo-
sition 3.10 (indices are for convenience). Then the B-representation π12 defined on H1 ⊗ H2
decomposes into irreducible representations as follows:
H1 ⊗H2 ∼=M ⊗H,(4.5)
where the isomorphism is explicitly given by the unitary maps
L2(R× R, dx1dx2) → L2(R× R, dαdx)
F1,2 : f(x1, x2) 7→ (F1,2f)(α, x),
H1,2 : (H1,2ϕ)(x1, x2) ←[ ϕ(α, x),
(4.6)
realized as integral transformations with distribution kernels defined in Definition 4.1
(F1,2f)(α, x) ≡
∫
R
(∫
R
⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
f(x1, x2)dx
∪x
2
)
dx1,(4.7)
(H1,2ϕ)(x1, x2) ≡
∫
R
(∫
R
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
ϕ(α, x)dα
)
dx∪x2 ,(4.8)
for f(x1, x2) ∈ H1 ⊗ H2 and ϕ(α, x) ∈ M ⊗ H, where the symbols dx∪x2 and dx∪x2 are as
described in §2.1. The maps F1,2 and H1,2 intertwine the action of B, where M is regarded
as trivial representation and (π,H) as the representation as in Proposition 3.10. In particular,
the corresponding projections Π12(α), (Π12(α)f)(x) = (F1,2f)(α, x) mapping H1 ⊗ H2 into H
intertwine the respective B actions according to
Π12(α)π12(u) = π(u)Π12(α), ∀u ∈ B.(4.9)
(similarly for H1,2) Moreover, the maps F1,2, H1,2 are inverses to each other, i.e.
H1,2F1,2f = f, F1,2H1,2ϕ = ϕ,(4.10)
or equivalently, ∫
R2
⌈
α x
y1 y2
⌉⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
dαdx∪y2∩x2 = δ(x1 − y1)δ(x2 − y2),(4.11) ∫
R2
⌊
β y
x1 x2
⌋ ⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
dx∪y∩x2 dx1 = δ(α− β)δ(x − y),(4.12)
as distributions.
Proof. First, we can show that the maps F1,2 and H1,2 are well-defined on W ⊗W , using (2.3)
and the decaying property of elements of W ⊗ W ; then we extend to L2(R2) by continuity
(using unitarity of F1,2 and H1,2). Unitarity of F1,2 and H1,2 follows from Theorem 2.6 (i.e.
unitarity of the transformations TR and TL) and the unitarity of Fourier transformation. It
now suffices to prove that H1,2 intertwines the B-action, and is the inverse mapping of F1,2.
Let’s first prove the intertwining property. Observe that
π12(X) = π
⊗2(∆X) = e−2πb(p1+p2), π12(X˜) = e
−2πb−1(p1+p2),
π12(Y ) = π
⊗2(∆Y ) = e2πb(x1−p2) + e2πbx2 , π12(Y˜ ) = e
2πb−1(x1−p2) + e2πb
−1x2 .
(4.13)
Suppose u1, u2 ∈ B satisfy (H1,2π(uj)ϕ)(x1, x2) = π12(uj)(H1,2ϕ)(x1, x2) for j = 1, 2 and for
all ϕ ∈ W ⊗W . Note that π(u) leaves W invariant, for any u ∈ B; thus, for ϕ ∈ W ⊗W we
have π(u2)ϕ ∈W ⊗W , and therefore
H1,2π(u1)π(u2)ϕ = π12(u1)H1,2π(u2)ϕ = π12(u1)π12(u2)H1,2ϕ.
Hence it’s enough to prove the intertwining property for u = X,Y, X˜, Y˜ .
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Since Fourier transform preserves W , we get that for ϕ(α, x) ∈ W ⊗W , the inner integral for
the expression (4.8) for H1,2ϕ, as a function in x, is EL(x2−x1, x−x1) times an element of W .
Put π(X)ϕ(α, x) = ϕ(α, x+ib) in place of ϕ. Using (2.3) and the decaying property of elements
of W , we can move the contour for x by the amount −ib; when doing this, x doesn’t hit its pole
at x2, and the contour for x can now be just straight line (after shifting the contour). Since⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
is expressed only in terms of α, (x − x1), (x2 − x1) (see (4.4)), it’s clear that
e2πb
±1(p1+p2+p)
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
=
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
,
hence
(H1,2π(X)ϕ)(x1, x2) =
∫
R
(∫
R
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
ϕ(α, x + ib)dα
)
dx∪x2
=
∫
R
(∫
R
⌈
α x− ib
x1 x2
⌉
ϕ(α, x)dα
)
dx(4.14)
=
∫
R
(∫
R
⌈
α x
x1 + ib x2 + ib
⌉
ϕ(α, x)dα
)
dx
= π12(X)(H1,2ϕ)(x1, x2).
Similar proof goes for intertwining property for the action of X˜ .
From property (2.22) of EL, we can deduce
e2πb
±1x
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
= e2πb
±1x1
⌈
α x
x1 x2 + ib
⌉
+ e2πb
±1x2
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
.
Now, note
(H1,2π(Y )ϕ)(x1, x2) =
∫
R
(∫
R
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
e2πbxϕ(α, x)dα
)
dx∪x2
=
∫
R
(∫
R
e2πbx1
⌈
α x
x1 x2 + ib
⌉
ϕ(α, x)dα
)
dx∪x2
+
∫
R
(∫
R
e2πbx2
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
ϕ(α, x)dα
)
dx∪x2
= π12(Y )(H1,2ϕ)(x1, x2),
Similar proof goes for intertwining property for the action of Y˜ .
To prove that F1,2 and H1,2 are inverses to each other, we use Corollary 2.7 and
∫
R
∫
R
e2πiy(w−z)f(w)dwdy = f(z). (e.g. for f ∈ W )(4.15)
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For f ∈W ⊗W , observe
(H1,2F1,2f)(y1, y2)
=
∫
R3
(∫
R
⌈
α x
y1 y2
⌉⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
f(x1, x2)dx
∪x
2
)
dx1dαdx
∪y2
=
∫
R4
e2πiα(y1−x1)EL(y2 − y1, x− y1)ER(x− x1, x2 − x1)f(x1, x2)dx∪x2 dx1dαdx∪y2
=
∫
R2
EL(y2 − y1, x− y1)ER(x − y1, x2 − y1)f(y1, x2)dx∪x2 dx∪y2 (by (4.15))
=
∫
R2
EL(y2 − y1, x− y1)ER(x − y1, X2)f(y1, X2 + y1)dX∪(x−y1)2 dx∪y2 (set X2 = x2 − y1)
=
∫
R2
EL(y2 − y1, X)ER(X,X2)f(y1, X2 + y1)dX∪X2 dX∪(y2−y1) (set X = x− y1)
= f(y1, y2) (by (2.25)).
For ϕ ∈W ⊗W , observe
(F1,2H1,2ϕ)(β, y)
=
∫
R4
⌊
β y
x1 x2
⌋⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
ϕ(α, x)dαdx∪x2dx∪y2 dx1
=
∫
R4
e2πiβ(y−x1)e−2πiα(x−x1)ER(y − x1, x2 − x1)EL(x2 − x1, x− x1)ϕ(α, x)dαdx∪x2dx∪y2 dx1
=
∫
R3
e2πiβ(y−x1)ER(y − x1, x2 − x1)EL(x2 − x1, x− x1)ϕ̂α(x− x1, x)dx∪x2dx∪y2 dx1
=
∫
R3
e2πiβ(y−x1)ER(y − x1, x2 − x1)EL(x2 − x1, X)ϕ̂α(X,X + x1)dX∪(x2−x1)dx∪y2 dx1
=
∫
R3
e2πiβ(y−x1)ER(y − x1, X2)EL(X2, X)ϕ̂α(X,X + x1)dX∪X2dX∪(y−x1)2 dx1
Cor. 2.7
=
∫
R
e2πiβ(y−x1)ϕ̂α(y − x1, y)dx1 =
∫
R
e2πiβX1 ϕ̂α(X1, y)dX1
=
∫
R2
e2πi(β−α)X1ϕ(α, y)dαdX1
(4.15)
= ϕ(β, y),
where ϕ̂α in the fourth line and on means the Fourier transform of ϕ w.r.t. α variable. 
Remark 4.3. In the above proof, when proving the intertwining property for X and X˜, we
shifted contours of integration (see (4.14)); if we try to prove the same for X−1 and X˜−1, we
will gain an additional term from residue (since in this case we pass through a pole when shifting
the contour). This is why we omitted X−1 when considering representations, as mentioned in
Remark 3.12.
Remark 4.4. We can define the corresponding Schwartz spaces for both sides H⊗H and M⊗H
(according to B-action on those spaces). Then, using similar proof as in §2.4 of [G], one can
prove that the unitary mapping F1,2 (resp. H1,2) maps the Schwartz space for H ⊗H to that
for M ⊗H (resp. vice versa).
Remark 3.11 follows from (4.13) and the following proposition (see e.g. Lemma 3 of [ByT]),
which is essentially a special case of tau-binomial formula (see (2.16)):
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Proposition 4.5. If u = e2πbA, v = e2πbB, A,B self-adjoint operators s.t. [A,B] = 1/(2πi),
then (u+ v)1/b
2
= u1/b
2
+ v1/b
2
(here b ∈ (0,∞), b2 /∈ Q).
4.2. Relation between intertwining operators for triple tensor products. For three
representations (πj , Vj) of B, j = 1, 2, 3, the coproduct of B allows us to define representation
on V1⊗V2⊗V3 via π123(u) = (π1⊗π2⊗π3)(∆(3)u) for every u ∈ B, where ∆(3) = (∆⊗id)◦∆ =
(id ⊗∆) ◦∆. For the case Vj ∼= H (j = 1, 2, 3) as in Proposition 3.10, we can decompose this
triple tensor product into direct integral of irreducible representationsH, using the intertwining
operator we obtained in §4.1. There are two canonical ways to do this, as follow:
(H1 ⊗H2)⊗H3 ∼=M412 ⊗H4 ⊗H3 ∼=M412 ⊗M643 ⊗H6 ∼=M643 ⊗M412 ⊗H6,(4.16)
H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗H3) ∼= H1 ⊗M523 ⊗H5 ∼=M523 ⊗H1 ⊗H5 ∼=M523 ⊗M715 ⊗H7,(4.17)
where we give indices to the multiplicity modulesM byHj⊗Hk ∼=M ℓjk⊗Hℓ. Each isomorphism
can be realized as integral transformation with some distribution kernel (see §4.1), as each space
Hj andM ℓjk is realized as L2(R); we give the variable names as follows: Hj ≡ L2(R, dxj), ∀j ≤ 7,
M412 ≡ L2(R, dα), M643 ≡ L2(R, dβ), M523 ≡ L2(R, dA), M715 ≡ L2(R, dB).
By composing isomorphisms in (4.16) and (4.17), we obtain the isomorphism
M643 ⊗M412 ⊗H6 ∼−→ M523 ⊗M715 ⊗H7,(4.18)
realized by the unitary map
L2(R3, dβdαdx6)
∼−→ L2(R3, dAdBdx7)
ϕ(β, α, x6) 7−→
∫
R3
χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7)ϕ(β, α, x6)dβdαdx6,(4.19)
where
χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7)
=
∫
R5
⌈
β x6
x4 x3
⌉⌈
α x4
x1 x2
⌉⌊
A x5
x2 x3
⌋⌊
B x7
x1 x5
⌋
dx∪x24 dx
∪x5∩x6
3 dx2dx
∪x7
5 dx1,
as distributions. Readers can easily find out the precise meaning of (4.19), following definitions
of F1,2 and H1,2.
Proposition 4.6. One has χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7) = δ(x6 − x7)T (β, α,A,B) as distributions,
where
T (β, α,A,B) =
1
2
eπi(βB+αA−βα−AB+α
2/2−B2/2)G(β + α+ A− 2B), and(4.20)
G(y) =
∫
R
G(x− ia)e−πixye−πaxdx∩0, y ∈ R.(4.21)
Proof. We will now compute χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7) as distributions, to obtain the asserted result.
One can also perform the computation in a more detailed way, in a similar manner as done in
the proof of Theorem 4.2 (when proving F1,2 is inverse to H1,2).
By putting in the definitions (4.3) and (4.4), we get
χts =
∫
R5
G(x2 − x4 − ia)G(x3 − x6 − ia)G(x5 − x3 − ia)
·G(x7 − x5 − ia) exp(∗T1)dx∪x24 dx∪x5∩x63 dx2dx∪x75 dx1,
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where χts is shorthand for χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7), and
(∗T1)/(πi) = 2x1(α−B + x4 + x2 − x5 − x7)− 2x2A+ 2x4(−α+ β) + 2x5A− 2x6β + 2x7B
+ (−x2x4 + 2x4x6 − 2x2x5 + x5x7) + x3(−2x2 + 2x4 + x5 − x6)
+ (+3x22/2− 5x24/2 + x25 − x26/2 + x27/2)− ia (−x2 − 2x3 + x4 + x6 + x7) .
We integrate with respect to the variable x3 first, using tau-binomial theorem (2.16)∫
R
G(x3 − x6 − ia)G(x5 − x3 − ia)e−iπx3(x5−x6+2w)e−2πax3dx∪x5∩x63
=
G(x5 − x6 − ia)G(w − ia)
G(x5 − x6 + w − ia) e
−πi(x5+x6)we
iπ
2 (−x
2
5+x
2
6)e−πa(x5+x6),
for w = x6 − x5 + x2 − x4. Then,
χts =
∫
R4
G(x5 − x6 − ia)G(x6 − x5 + x2 − x4 − ia)G(x7 − x5 − ia)
· exp(∗T2)dx∪(x2−x5+x6)4 dx2dx∪x75 dx1,
(∗T2)/(πi) = (2x1(α−B + x4 + x2 − x5 − x7)− 2x2A+ 2x4(−α+ β) + 2x5A− 2x6β + 2x7B)
+ (−x2x4 + 3x4x6 − 3x2x5 + x5x7 + x4x5 − x2x6)
+
(
+3x22/2− 5x24/2 + 3x25/2− x26 + x27/2
)− ia (−x2 + x4 − x5 + x7) .
Integrating w.r.t. x1 yields the factor δ(α−B+ x4 + x2− x5− x7), because
∫
R
e2πixydx = δ(y)
as distributions, for real variable y. Then, integrating w.r.t x2 has the effect of replacing all x2
by −α+B − x4 + x5 + x7. Thus
χts =
∫
R2
G(x5 − x6 − ia)G(−α+B − 2x4 + x6 + x7 − ia)G(x7 − x5 − ia)
· exp(∗T3)dx∪(−α+B+x6+x7)/24 dx∪x75 ,
(∗T3)/(πi) = (2αA− 2AB + 3α2/2 + 3B2/2− 3αB)
+ (x4(+2A+ 2α+ 2β − 4B) + x6(−2β + α−B) + x7(−3α− 2A+ 5B))
+ (4x4x6 − 4x4x7 − x6x7 − x26 + 2x27) + x5(x7 − x6)− ia (α−B + 2x4 − 2x5) .
From (2.18) we have∫
R
G(x5 − x6 − ia)G(x7 − x5 − ia)eπix5(x7−x6)e−2πax5dx∪x75 = δ(x7 − x6)e−πa(x6+x7).
Hence
χts = δ(x7 − x6)
∫
R
G(−α+ B − 2x4 + x6 + x7 − ia) exp(∗T4)dx∪(−α+B+x6+x7)/24 ,
(∗T4)/(πi) = (2αA− 2AB + 3α2/2 + 3B2/2− 3αB)
+ (x4(+2A+ 2α+ 2β − 4B) + x6(−2β + α−B) + x7(−3α− 2A+ 5B))
+ (4x4x6 − 4x4x7 − x6x7 − x26 + 2x27)− ia (α−B + 2x4 − x6 − x7)
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Now that we have δ(x7−x6), we can replace x6’s by x7’s outside δ(x7−x6), which makes sense
for distributions. Therefore
χts = δ(x7 − x6)
∫
R
G(−α+B − 2x4 + 2x7 − ia) exp(∗T5)dx∪(−α/2+B/2+x7)4 ,
(∗T5)/(πi) = (2αA− 2AB + 3α2/2 + 3B2/2− 3αB)
+ 2(x4 − x7)(α+ β +A− 2B)− ia (+α−B + 2(x4 − x7)) .
Change of variables: set X = −α+B − 2(x4 − x7). Then
χts =
1
2
δ(x7 − x6)eπi(βB+αA−βα−AB+α
2/2−B2/2)
∫
R
G(X − ia)e−πiX(α+β+A−2B)e−πaXdX∩0,
as desired. 
Remark 4.7. If the distribution kernels of the integral transformations F1,2 and H1,2 are
modified in a certain way, χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7) can be obtained as a closed form (i.e. without
integral in its expression); the modification (new kernels are denoted with subscript ∗)⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
∗
=
ζbe
−πi(x−x1)
2
Gb(a+ iα)
⌊
α x
x1 x2
⌋
, and⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
∗
= ζbe
πi(x−x1)
2
Gb(a+ iα)
⌈
α x
x1 x2
⌉
,
where Gb(a+ ix) = G(−x)e−πi2 (a2+x2) and ζb = ζ−1eπi/12, results in
χts(β, α, x6, A,B, x7)∗ = δ(x6 − x7) Gb(a+ iα)Gb(a+ iβ)
Gb(a+ iA)Gb(a+ iB)
ζbe
πi(α−B)(α+2A−2β+B)
Gb(2a− iB + iβ) .
This modification of F1,2 and H1,2 is meaningful in the sense that now taking the limit as
b → 0 (in some sense) yields classical results; details about this limit will appear in [I]. If
we take out Gb(a + iα) in the definition of the new kernels, then the resulting χts is just
δ(x6 − x7)ζbeπi(α−B)(α+2A−2β+B)/Gb(2a− iB + iβ). This whole remark is due to Ivan Ip.
Thus it now makes sense to identify the indices 6 and 7 in (4.16), (4.17), and in (4.18). We
just proved that the mapping
T : M643 ⊗M412 ∼−→M523 ⊗M615(4.22)
f(β, α) 7−→
∫
R2
T (β, α,A,B)f(β, α)dβdα
(where T is as in (4.20)) makes the following diagram to commute:
(H1 ⊗H2)⊗H3 id⊗id⊗id //
(id⊗F12,3)(F1,2⊗id)

H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗H3)
(id⊗F1,23)(P(12)⊗id)(id⊗F2,3)

M643 ⊗M412 ⊗H6
T⊗id //M523 ⊗M615 ⊗H6,
(4.23)
where the maps F are as in Theorem 4.2, and F12,3, F1,23 can be understood as F4,3, F1,5
respectively, and P(12) is permutation of the two factors. All four arrows in the above diagram
intertwine the B-actions.
It is often convenient to encode facts in representation theory using various geometric pictures.
We’ll use the ones considered by Kashaev for quantization of the Teichmu¨ller spaces [K1]. The
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full relation of representation theory of quantum plane and Kashaev’s quantization will be
revealed in the subsequent sections.
The decomposition H1 ⊗H2 ∼=M312⊗H3 can be encoded geometrically as a triangle with the
edges named 1, 2, 3, with a distinguished corner (indicated by a dot), as in Figure 1. This triangle
1
2
3
•
Figure 1. A triangle representing M312, where H1 ⊗H2 ∼=M312 ⊗H3
will represent the multiplicity module M312, and any orientation-preserving deformation of this
picture would mean the same. Then, the transformation T as in (4.22) can also be encoded
geometrically, as in Figure 2.
1
2
3
64
•
•
j
k
1
2
3
65
•
•
j
kTjk
Figure 2. The move representing T :M643 ⊗M412 →M523 ⊗M615
When we have tensor product of four copies of representationsH, we can consider the following
commutative diagram (where all maps are identities):
((H1 ⊗H2)⊗H3)⊗H4 → (H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗H3))⊗H4 → H1 ⊗ ((H2 ⊗H3)⊗H4)
ց ւ
(H1 ⊗H2)⊗ (H3 ⊗H4)→ H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗ (H3 ⊗H4))
(4.24)
If we translate the commutativity of the above diagram into the language of multiplicity modules
M and the operators T, we will get the “pentagon equation” for T, which can be illustrated
as in Figure 3. When writing in terms of multiplicity modules, we use 1, 2, 3 instead of j, k, ℓ
(then 1, 2, 3 mean first, second, third factors in the tensor product of three multiplicity modules,
respectively):
Mn64 ⊗M653 ⊗M512 T23−→ Mn64 ⊗M923 ⊗M619 T13−→ M894 ⊗M923 ⊗Mn18
T12 ց ւ T12
M734 ⊗Mn57 ⊗M512 T23−→ M734 ⊗M827 ⊗Mn18
(4.25)
We now formulate the pentagon equation as follows:
Proposition 4.8. (the pentagon equation) One has T23T12 = T12T13T23.
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1
2
3
4
n
5
•
6
• •
1
2
3
4
n
9
•
6
•
•
1
2
3
4
n
9
•
8•
•
1
2
3
4
n
5
7
•
• •
1
2
3
4
n
7
8•
• •
Tkℓ Tjℓ
Tjk
Tkℓ
Tjk
j
k
ℓ j
k
ℓ
j
k
ℓ
j
k
ℓ
j
k
ℓ
Figure 3. The pentagon equation for T
Proof. Observe that all five arrows in (4.24) are identity maps. Using the commutative diagram
(4.23) suitably five times for (4.24), the commutativity of the diagram (4.25) immediately
follows. 
4.3. Dual representation. For a representation (ρ, V ) of B, the antipode S allows us to turn
the dual space V ′ (we will discuss in the next paragraph which version of a dual space should
be used) into a representation of B (with action denoted by ρ′) via
〈ρ′(u)ξ, v〉 = 〈ξ, ρ(S(u))v〉, ∀u ∈ B, ∀v ∈ V, ∀ξ ∈ V ′,(4.26)
where 〈 , 〉 is the natural pairing between V ′ and V . The reason why (4.26) yields a well-defined
action ρ′ is that S is an anti-automorphism (i.e. reverses the product order). Thus, we can
replace S by S−1 in (4.26) to get a new action on the dual space, which we denote by ′ρ (prime
on the upper left). Then, the following two mappings given by natural pairing commute with
the action of B:
V ′ ⊗ V → C, ′V ⊗ V → C,
where C on the right-hand-sides is the trivial representation.
We now study the dual of the representation H ≡ L2(R) (as in Proposition 3.10). We realize
the space H′ as the Hilbert space L2(R), similarly as we did for H. Using the natural pairing
between H′ and H given by
〈g, f〉 =
∫
R
f(x)g(x)dx,(4.27)
we formally have from (4.26) that
〈π′(u)g, f〉 = 〈g, π(S(u))f〉 = 〈(π(S(u)))tg, f〉, ∀u ∈ B, ∀f ∈ H, ∀g ∈ H′,
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where (π(S(u)))t is the transpose of the operator π(S(u)). This makes sense for f, g ∈ W , for
example (see (2.9) for definition of W ). From this we can define the π′ action to be
π′(X) = e−2πbp, π′(Y ) = −e−2πbpe2πbx, π′(X˜) = e−2πb−1p, π′(Y˜ ) = −e−2πb−1pe2πb−1x,
(4.28)
on a dense subspace of L2(R).
Remark 4.9. Recall that the subalgebra B = 〈X,Y, X˜, Y˜ 〉 of Bqq˜ doesn’t have X−1, X˜−1 as its
elements, while S(u) for u ∈ B involves X−1 or X˜−1. We can take (4.26) only in a formal
sense, and just use (4.28) as our definition of the dual representation π′.
As done in §3.2, we first let the action π′ as in (4.28) be defined on the dense subspace W ,
and we define the Schwartz space SB′ to be the space of all g ∈ L2(R) so that
w 7→ (g, π′(u)w)
onW is continuous in L2-norm, for any chosen u in B, where (·, ·) is the inner product of L2(R).
The Schwartz space SB′ is the common domain of the operators π′(u) for u ∈ B. The space SB′
is equipped with a topology defined in a similar manner as that for SB (see §3.2), and a result
analogous to Theorem 3.8 can also be proved.
By replacing S by S−1, we obtain the ‘left dual’ ′H realized as L2(R), where the actions are
given by
′π(X) = e−2πbp, ′π(Y ) = −e2πbxe−2πbp, ′π(X˜) = e−2πb−1p, ′π(Y˜ ) = −e2πb−1xe−2πb−1p.
Again, ′π can first be defined on W ⊂ L2(R), and then the Schwartz space S′B can be defined
and given the topology in the similar way as for SB′ ; also, a result analogous to Theorem 3.8
can be proved.
Throughout this subsection, the spaces H, H′, ′H will always be realized as L2(R, dx),
L2(R, dy), L2(R, dz) with those variable names, respectively, if not designated otherwise (also
with spaces indexed by subscripts correspondingly; e.g. H′3 by L2(R, dy3)). Actually all three
B-representations H, H′, ′H are isomorphic:
Definition 4.10. For real variables x, y, define the following distribution kernels:
k(x, y) = eπi(x−y)
2+2πa(x−y), K(x, y) = e−πi(x−y)
2−2πa(x−y).(4.29)
Proposition 4.11. The following maps provide isomorphisms of B-represenations:
H ≡ L2(R, dx) ↔ H′ ≡ L2(R, dy)
C′ : f(x) 7→ ∫
R
k(x, y)f(x)dx,
D′ :
∫
R
K(x, y)ϕ(y)dy ←[ ϕ(y),
H ≡ L2(R, dx) ↔ ′H ≡ L2(R, dz)
′C : f(x) 7→ ∫
R
k(z, x)f(x)dx,
′D :
∫
R
K(z, x)ϕ(z)dz ←[ ϕ(z),
where each map is defined on a dense subspace of L2(R), e.g. on W . Furthermore,
(D′)(C′) = (C′)(D′) = (′D)(′C) = (′C)(′D) = id.(4.30)
Proof. First, the four maps are well-defined onW , because of the decaying property of elements
of W . From (4.29) we can observe
e2πb
±1(px+py)k(x, y) = k(x, y), e2πb
±1pyk(x, y) = −e2πb±1(y−x)k(x, y),
e2πb
±1(px+py)K(x, y) = K(x, y), e2πb
±1pyK(x, y) = −e2πb±1(x−y)K(x, y),(4.31)
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which yields
(C′π(u)w)(y) =
∫
R
k(x, y)(πx(u)w(x))dx =
∫
R
((πx(u))
tk(x, y))w(x)dx
(4.31)
=
∫
R
(π′y(u)k(x, y))w(x)dx = π
′
y(u)(C
′w)(y)
for u = X,Y, X˜, Y˜ and for every w ∈ W , therefore for all u ∈ B. Hence the intertwining
property. It is routine to show∫
R
k(x, y)K(X, y)dy = δ(x −X),
∫
R
K(x, y)k(x, Y )dx = δ(y − Y )(4.32)
as distributions, hence (4.30).
To complete the proof, we should prove that each mappping is well-defined on the correspond-
ing Schwartz space, maps the Schwartz space to the other Schwartz space (corresponding to
the codomain of the mapping), and intertwines the B-action. It suffices prove the first asser-
tion, i.e. that each mapping is well-defined on the corresponding Schwartz space, because then
similar proof as in §2.4 of [G] yields the latter two results. It’s easy to see that each of the
four mappings differ from a unitary mapping by e−2πap (times a constant of modulus 1); for
example, C′ = eπia
2
C′0e
−2πap, where C′0 is a unitary mapping defined by
C′0 : f(x) 7→
∫
R
eπi(x−y)
2
f(x)dx.
Now, we modify the Schwartz space SB by replacing B by B∪{(XX˜)1/2} in Definition 3.7, in the
sense that we require for any f in the new Schwartz space that the functional w 7→ (f, e−2πapw)
onW be continuous in addition to the functionals w 7→ (f, π(u)w) for u ∈ B. Then the operator
e−2πap is well-defined on the new Schwartz space. We also modify SB′ and S′B in a similar
manner. Then the four mappings are well-defined on corresponding Schwartz spaces, hence a
similar proof as in §2.4 of [G] yields the desired results, as mentioned. 
Proposition 4.12. The operators C′, D′, ′C, ′D defined in Proposition 4.11 satisfy
(C′)(C′) = (C′)(′D) = (′D)(C′) = e−4πap, (D′)(D′) = (D′)(′C) = (′C)(D′) = e4πap,
(4.33)
〈(C′g)(y), (D′f)(x)〉 = 〈e−4πapyg(y), f(x)〉, 〈(′Cg)(z), (′Df)(x)〉 = 〈g(z), e−4πapxf(x)〉,
(4.34)
〈(C′g)(y), (′Df)(x)〉 = 〈g(y), f(x)〉.
(4.35)
Observe that (4.33) provides isomorphisms H ∼= H′′ and H ∼= ′′H. Proof of (4.33)–(4.35) is
straightforward from k(y, x) = e4πapyk(x, y), K(y, x) = e4πapyK(x, y), and (4.32). 
We will now construct an operator A :M312 →M123 in a canonical way, where
H1 ⊗H2 ∼=M312 ⊗H3, H2 ⊗H3 ∼=M123 ⊗H1,(4.36)
and the isomorphisms in (4.36) are in the sense of Theorem 4.2. Using (4.36), we have a
canonical identification of M312 with HomB(H3,H1 ⊗ H2); an element φ(α) ∈ W ⊂ M312 ≡
L2(R, dα) gives rise to the following element of HomB(H3,H1 ⊗H2):
f(x3) 7→
∫
R2
φ(α)f(x3)
⌈
α x3
x1 x2
⌉
dαdx∪x23 .(4.37)
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We denote this isomorphism by
I123 :M
3
12 → HomB(H3,H1 ⊗H2).(4.38)
(similarly for I231) We consider another canonical identification
J123 : HomC(H3,H1 ⊗H2)→ H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3,(4.39)
using the pairing map H′3 ⊗H3 → C. Restriction of J123 to the B-invariant subspace yields a
mapping from HomB(H3,H1 ⊗H2) to Inv(H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3), denoted by J123 again.
We construct another canonical map
AInv123 : Inv(H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3)→ Inv(H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H′1)(4.40)
as the restriction to the B-invariant subspace of the mapping
A123 : H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3 → H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H′1,
given by the following composition:
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3
′C⊗id⊗D′// ′H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3 E123 // H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H′1,(4.41)
where the first arrow just comes from Proposition 4.11, and the more important second arrow
E123 comes from the two canonical B-isomorphisms (defined for any three B-representations
V1, V2, V3)
′V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ V3 ∼= HomC(V1, V2 ⊗ V3) ∼= V2 ⊗ V3 ⊗ V ′1 ,(4.42)
where the first isomorphism is due to the pairing map V1 ⊗ ′V1 → C, and the second one is due
to the pairing map V ′1 ⊗ V1 → C; thus E123 is given by
E123 : ϕ(z1, x2, x3) 7→ ϕ(y1, x2, x3).
Now, define the map AHom123 : HomB(H3,H1 ⊗ H2) → HomB(H1,H2 ⊗ H3) to be the unique
map which makes the following diagram commute:
HomB(H3,H1 ⊗H2)
J123

AHom123 // HomB(H1,H2 ⊗H3)
J231

Inv(H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3)
AInv123 // Inv(H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H′1).
(4.43)
Finally, our map A is defined as follows:
Definition 4.13. The operator A : M312 → M123 is defined to be the unique mapping which
makes the following diagram commute:
M312
A //
I123

M123
I231

HomB(H3,H1 ⊗H2)
AHom123 // HomB(H1,H2 ⊗H3).
(4.44)
Before computing the formula for A, we can prove the following result:
Proposition 4.14. One has A3 = id on M312.
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Proof. Consider the following diagram:
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3
A123 //
((RR
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H′1
A231 //
((RR
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
H3 ⊗H1 ⊗H′2
A312 //
((RR
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3
′H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3
E123
OO
′H2 ⊗H3 ⊗H1
E231
OO
′H3 ⊗H1 ⊗H2,
E312
OO
(4.45)
where the three diagonal arrows are all ′C ⊗ id⊗D′ as in (4.41). Recall that Aijk are defined
so that the diagram (4.45) commutes.
Observe that the composition of the six non-horizontal arrows of the diagram (4.45) is
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3 → H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3
ϕ(x1, x2, y3) 7→ ((D′2)(′C3)(D′1)(′C2)(D′3)(′C1)ϕ)(x1, x2, y3)
= ((′C3)(D
′
3)(D
′
2)(
′C2)(D
′
1)(
′C1)ϕ)(x1, x2, y3)
= e4πa(px1+px2+py3 )ϕ(x1, x2, y3), (by (4.33))
where the subscripts of ′C and D′ indicate the variable names (hence operators having distinct
subscripts commute) and the domain H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H′3 and the codomain H1⊗H2⊗H′3 are both
realized as L2(R3, dx1dx2dy3). Notice that if ϕ(x1, x2, y3) ∈ Inv(H1⊗H2⊗H′3), then from the
invariance under the action of X, X˜ we have e2πb
±1(px1+px2+py3 )ϕ(x1, x2, y3) = ϕ(x1, x2, y3),
which yields e4πa(px1+px2+py3 )ϕ(x1, x2, y3) = ϕ(x1, x2, y3).
Thus, the composition of the six non-horizontal arrows of the diagram (4.45) applied to in-
variant elements is the identity map (if the first and last spaces are considered identical),
and hence so is that of the three horizontal arrows. Following the definition of A as in
(4.44) (for three possible cyclic permutations of the indices) and also (4.43), we get that
A ◦ A ◦ A : M312 → M123 → M231 → M312 is the identity map (if the first and last M312 are
considered identical). 
We can compute the explicit formula for A, using its definition (4.44):
Proposition 4.15. The operator A : L2(R, dα)→ L2(R, dβ) is given by:
A : φ(α) 7→ ζe
−πi/12
√
3
∫
R
eπi(2α
2/3+2αβ/3−β2/3)(e2πapαφ(α))dα, for φ ∈ W.(4.46)
Proof. The diagram (4.44) and (4.43) together define A by
J231I231Aφ = A
Inv
123 J123I123φ, φ ∈ W ⊂M312.(4.47)
Following the definitions of I123 (as in (4.38) and (4.37)), J123 (as in (4.39)), and A
Inv
123 (as in
(4.41)), and considering M312 ≡ L2(R, dα) and M123 ≡ L2(R, dβ), the equation (4.47) means∫
R
(Aφ)(β)
⌈
β y1
x2 x3
⌉
dβ =
∫
R3
φ(α)
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
K(x3, y3)k(y1, x1)dαdy
∪x2
3 dx1.
Multiply
⌊
σ Y1
x2 x3
⌋
to both sides and integrate w.r.t. x2, x3 along a suitable contour: from
(4.12), we get
(Aφ)(σ)δ(y1 − Y1) =
∫
R5
φ(α)
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
K(x3, y3)k(y1, x1)
⌊
σ Y1
x2 x3
⌋
dαdy∪x23 dx1dx
∪Y1
3 dx2,
(4.48)
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as distributions. We put e−2πapαφ(α) into the place of φ(α), and let R(σ, y1, Y1) be the RHS
of (4.48). By putting in all the definitions (see (4.3), (4.4), and (4.29)) and simplifying, we get
R(σ, y1, Y1) =
∫
R5
φ(α)G(x2 − y3 − ia)G(Y1 − x3 − ia) exp(∗A1)dαdy∪x23 dx1dx∪Y13 dx2,
(we moved e−2πapα by transposing w.r.t. α variable; shift the contour of α by −ia) where
(∗A1)/(πi) = (−x21 + 3x22/2− x23/2 + y21 + Y 21 /2− 3y23/2) + 2x1(α+ x2 − y1 + y3)
− 2αy3 + 2σY1 − 2σx2 − 2x2x3 − 2x2Y1 − x2y3 + x3Y1 + 2x3y3
− ia(−x2 − 3x3 + 2y1 + Y1 + y3).
We first integrate w.r.t. x1, using∫
R
eπi(rx
2+sx)dx =
∫
R
eπi(r(x+
s
2r )
2− s
2
4r )dx =
eπi/4e−πi
s2
4r√
r
, r > 0,(4.49)
which holds as distributions. By taking complex conjugate, we get a similar formula for the
case r < 0, which we will also refer to as just (4.49) throughout this paper. Performing (4.49)
for the variable x1 yields
R(σ, y1, Y1) = e
−πi/4
∫
R4
φ(α)G(x2 − y3 − ia)G(Y1 − x3 − ia) exp(∗A2)dαdy∪x23 dx∪Y13 dx2,
(∗A2)/(πi) = (α2 + 5x22/2− x23/2 + 2y21 + Y 21 /2− y23/2) + y3(x2 + 2x3 − 2y1)
+ 2αx2 − 2αy1 + 2σY1 − 2σx2 − 2x2x3 − 2x2y1 − 2x2Y1 + x3Y1
− ia(−x2 − 3x3 + 2y1 + Y1 + y3).
By a simple change of variables for the Fourier transform formula (2.11) we get∫
R
G(x2 − y3 − ia)e−πi2 y
2
3eπiy3(x2+2u)eπay3dy∪x23 = e
−2iχe−πi/4G(u − ia)e2πix2ue πi2 (u2+x22)eπa(u+x2),
for u = x3 − y1:
R(σ, y1, Y1) = e
−2iχe−πi/2
∫
R3
φ(α)G(x3 − y1 − ia)G(Y1 − x3 − ia) exp(∗A3)dαdx∪Y1∩y13 dx2,
(∗A3)/(πi) = (α2 + 3x22 + 5y21/2 + Y 21 /2) + x3(Y1 − y1)
+ (2αx2 − 2αy1 + 2σY1 − 2σx2 − 4x2y1 − 2x2Y1)− ia(−2x3 + y1 + Y1).
From (2.18) we have
∫
R
G(x3 − y1 − ia)G(Y1 − x3 − ia)eπix3(Y1−y1)e−2πax3dx∪Y1∩y13 = δ(Y1 −
y1)e
−πa(y1+Y1), hence
R(σ, y1, Y1) = e
−2iχe−πi/2δ(y1 − Y1)
∫
R2
φ(α) exp(∗A4)dαdx2,
(∗A4)/(πi) = (α2 + 3x22 + 5y21/2 + Y 21 /2) + (2αx2 − 2αy1 + 2σY1 − 2σx2 − 4x2y1 − 2x2Y1).
Because of the δ(y1−Y1) factor, we can replace all Y1’s by y1’s in (∗A4); so (∗A4) can be replaced
by πi(α2 + 3(x2 − y1)2 + 2(α− σ)(x2 − y1)). Use change of variables x2 7→ X2 = x2 − y1, and
integrate w.r.t. X2 using (4.49):
R(σ, y1, Y1) =
e−2iχe−πi/4√
3
δ(y1 − Y1)
∫
R
φ(α)eπi(2α
2/3+2ασ/3−σ2/3)dα.
Therefore we just proved
(Ae−2πapαφ(α))(σ) =
ζe−πi/12√
3
∫
R
eπi(2α
2/3+2ασ/3−σ2/3)φ(α)dα(4.50)
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(recall ζ = e−2iχe−πi/6), which amounts to (4.46). 
We now prove the following useful property of A:
Proposition 4.16. If A, p, x are thought of as acting on L2(R, dx), then
AxA−1 = x+ 3p− ia, ApA−1 = −x− 2p.(4.51)
Proof. We use (4.50). For convenience, let A(0) := ζ−1Ae−2πapα (this definition is in ac-
cordance with the one that will appear later), so that A(0) : L2(R, dα) → L2(R, dβ) is an
(unitary) integral transformation with distribution kernel c0J(α, β), where c0 = e
−πi/12/
√
3
and J(α, β) = eπi(2α
2/3+2αβ/3−β2/3). Note for any real number m that
e2πimpαJ(α, β) = J(α+m,β) = eπi(2m
2/3)eπi(4mα/3+2mβ/3)J(α, β)
e2πimpβJ(α, β) = J(α, β +m) = eπi(−m
2/3)eπi(2mα/3−2mβ/3)J(α, β),
hence
e2πim(−2α/3+pα)J(α, β) = e2πim(β/3)J(α, β), e2πim(α/3)J(α, β) = e2πim(β/3+pβ)J(α, β).
For φ ∈W ’s, we thus get (by transposing)
A(0)e2πim(−2α/3−pα)φ = e2πim(β/3)A(0)φ, A(0)e2πim(α/3)φ = e2πim(β/3+pβ)A(0)φ,
yielding
A(0)(−2x/3− p)(A(0))−1 = x/3, A(0)(x/3)(A(0))−1 = x/3 + p,(4.52)
if A(0), x, p are thought of as acting on L2(R, dx). It’s easy to see
e−2πapxe2πap = x+ ia, e−2πappe2πap = p,
which together with (4.52) yields (4.51). 
Remark 4.17. Proposition 4.16 could’ve been proved without Proposition 4.15, using the equa-
tion (4.47) J231I231Aφ = A
Inv
123 J123I123φ and the following (for any real numbers m):
e2πimpx1
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
= e2πim(−py3−px2)
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
= e−2πim
2
e2πimαe2πim(x2+y3−2x1)
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
,
e2πimpα
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
= e−2πim(y3−x1)
⌈
α y3
x1 x2
⌉
,
e2πimpx1k(y1, x1) = e
πim2−2πame2πim(x1−y1)k(y1, x1),
e2πimpy3K(x3, y3) = e
−πim2+2πame2πim(x3−y3)K(x3, y3).
Actually, (4.51) uniquely determines the operator A (constant is fixed by A3 = id).
The A operator can be encoded geometrically as in Figure 4. We will now study some more
1
2
3
•
j
1
2
3
•
j
Aj
Figure 4. The move representing A :M312 →M123
properties of the A operator in the next subsection.
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4.4. Relations involving T and A. Recall that we proved that T satisfies pentagon equation
(Proposition 4.8), and that A3 = id (Proposition 4.14). In this subsection, we prove two
relations involving both T and A.
We can check if the diagram
Mn12 ⊗M ℓn3
T21 //
A
−1
1 A2

M ℓ1m ⊗Mm23
A
−1
1 A2

M2n1 ⊗Mn3ℓ
T12 // Mmℓ1 ⊗M23m
(4.53)
commutes. The above diagram (4.53) can be geometrically encoded as in Figure 5.
1
2
3
ℓn
•
•
k
j
1
2
3
ℓn
•
•
k
j
1
2
3
ℓm
•
•
k
j
1
2
3
ℓm
•
•
k
j
Tkj
A−1j Ak
Tjk
A−1j Ak
Figure 5. Geometric realization of the diagram (4.53)
Before formulating and proving this assertion, we introduce another formulation of T operator,
for convenience. Suppose that the situation is as in (4.23), and define THom to be the unique
mapping which makes the following diagram to commute:
HomB(H6,H4 ⊗H3)
⊗HomB(H4,H1 ⊗H2)
T
Hom
// HomB(H5,H2 ⊗H3)⊗HomB(H6,H1 ⊗H5)
M643 ⊗M412 T //
I436⊗I124
OO
M523 ⊗M615,
I235⊗I156
OO
(4.54)
where T is as in (4.22) and Ijkℓ are as in (4.38). Using the similar idea as in (4.38), from the
two explicit isomorphisms (4.16) and (4.17) (as studied in that subsection) we get a canonical
identification of M643 ⊗ M412 with HomB(H6, (H1 ⊗ H2) ⊗ H3) and that of M523 ⊗M615 with
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HomB(H6,H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗H3)). Using these identifications, the diagram
M643 ⊗M412 T //

M523 ⊗M615

HomB(H6, (H1 ⊗H2)⊗H3)
(id⊗id⊗id)∗ // HomB(H6,H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗H3)),
(4.55)
commutes, in view of (4.23). Suppose
∑
f1⊗f2 and
∑
h1⊗h2 are elements of HomB(H6,H4⊗
H3)⊗HomB(H4,H1⊗H2) and HomB(H5,H2⊗H3)⊗HomB(H6,H1⊗H5) respectively, where
f1 ∈ HomB(H6,H4 ⊗ H3), f2 ∈ HomB(H4,H1 ⊗ H2), h1 ∈ HomB(H5,H2 ⊗ H3), and h2 ∈
HomB(H6,H1 ⊗ H5). Combining the two diagrams (4.54) and (4.55) (and investigating the
vertical arrows of the two diagrams), we can deduce that
THom
(∑
f1 ⊗ f2
)
=
∑
h1 ⊗ h2 ⇔
∑
(f2 ⊗ id)f1 =
∑
(id⊗ h1)h2,(4.56)
where
∑
(f2⊗ id)f1 and
∑
(id⊗h1)h2 are elements of HomB(H6,H1⊗H2⊗H3). We now turn
back to our original interest:
Proposition 4.18. One has A2T21A1 = A1T12A2.
Proof. Consider the diagram
HomB(Hn,H1 ⊗H2)
⊗HomB(Hℓ,Hn ⊗H3)
T
Hom
21 //
(AHomn12 )
−1AHomn3ℓ

HomB(Hℓ,H1 ⊗Hm)
⊗HomB(Hm,H2 ⊗H3)
(AHomℓ1m )
−1AHom23m

HomB(H2,Hn ⊗H1)
⊗HomB(Hn,H3 ⊗Hℓ)
T
Hom
12 // HomB(Hm,Hℓ ⊗H1)⊗HomB(H2,H3 ⊗Hm)
(4.57)
In view of diagrams (4.44) and (4.54), it suffices to prove the commutativity of the diagram
(4.57).
An element ofHomB(Hn,H1⊗H2)⊗HomB(Hℓ,Hn⊗H3) can be written in the form
∑
f1⊗f2,
where f1 ∈ HomB(Hn,H1 ⊗H2)⊗ and f2 ∈ HomB(Hℓ,Hn ⊗H3). Let
THom21
(∑
f1 ⊗ f2
)
=
∑
h1 ⊗ h2,(4.58)
where h1 ∈ HomB(Hℓ,H1 ⊗Hm) and h2 ∈ HomB(Hm,H2 ⊗H3), and let
F1 = (A
Hom
n12 )
−1f1, F2 = A
Hom
n3ℓ f2, H1 = (A
Hom
ℓ1m )
−1h1, H2 = A
Hom
23m h2.(4.59)
Using the map Jijk : HomB(Hk,Hi ⊗Hj) → Inv(Hi ⊗Hj ⊗ H′k) and another canonical map
′Jijk : HomB(Hk,Hi ⊗Hj)→ Inv(′Hk ⊗Hi ⊗Hj) as in (4.42), let
f˜1 =
′J12nf1, f˜2 = Jn3ℓf2, h˜1 =
′J1mℓh1, h˜2 = J23mh2,
F˜1 = Jn12F1, F˜2 =
′J3ℓnF2, H˜1 = Jℓ1mH1, H˜2 =
′J3m2H2.
What we should prove is that (4.59) and (4.58) imply
THom12
(∑
F1 ⊗ F2
)
=
∑
H1 ⊗H2.(4.60)
So, assume (4.59) and (4.58). In view of (4.43), the four equations in (4.59) mean
f˜1 = (
′Cn)(D
′
2)F˜1, f˜2 = (
′Dn)(C
′
ℓ)F˜2, h˜1 = (
′Cℓ)(D
′
m)H˜1, h˜2 = (
′D2)(C
′
m)H˜2.(4.61)
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In view of (4.56), the equation (4.58) means
∑
(f1 ⊗ id)f2 =
∑
(id⊗ h2)h1, hence∫
f˜2(xn, x3, xℓ)φ(xℓ)f˜1(xn, x1, x2)dxℓdxn =
∫
h˜2(x2, x3, xm)φ(xℓ)h˜1(xℓ, x1, xm)dxℓdxm,
for any φ(xℓ) ∈ Hℓ ≡ L2(R, xℓ). Therefore, as distributions,∫
f˜2(xn, x3, xℓ)f˜1(xn, x1, x2)dxn =
∫
h˜2(x2, x3, xm)h˜1(xℓ, x1, xm)dxm∫
((′Dn)(C
′
ℓ)F˜2)((
′Cn)(D
′
2)F˜1)dxn =
∫
((′D2)(C
′
m)H˜2)((
′Cℓ)(D
′
m)H˜1)dxm (by (4.61))∫
(e−4πapn(C′ℓ)F˜2)((D
′
2)F˜1)dxn =
∫
((′D2)e
−4πapmH˜2)((
′Cℓ)H˜1)dxm (by (4.34))∫
(e−4πapn(′Dℓ)(C
′
ℓ)F˜2)F˜1dxn =
∫
((C′2)(
′D2)e
−4πapmH˜2)H˜1dxm
(apply (′Dℓ)(C
′
2) to both sides, and use (4.30))∫
(e−4πa(pn+pℓ)F˜2)F˜1dxn =
∫
(e−4πa(pm+p2)H˜2)H˜1dxm (by (4.33))∫
(e−4πa(pn+p3+pℓ)F˜2)F˜1dxn =
∫
(e−4πa(p2+p3+pm)H˜2)H˜1dxm (by apply e
−4πap3).
Since F˜2 ∈ Inv(′Hn ⊗ H3 ⊗ Hℓ) and H˜2 ∈ Inv(′H2 ⊗ H3 ⊗ Hm), invariance property under
the action of X and X˜ yields e2πb
±1(pn+p3+pℓ)F˜2 = F˜2 and e
2πb±1(p2+p3+pm)H˜2 = H˜2, yielding
e−4πa(pn+p3+pℓ)F˜2 = F˜2 and e
−4πa(p2+p3+pm)H˜2 = H˜2. Thus, we get∫
F˜2(xn, x3, xℓ)F˜1(xn, x1, x2)dxn =
∫
H˜2(x2, x3, xm)H˜1(xℓ, x1, xm)dxm
as distributions, which is equivalent to
∑
(F2⊗id)F1 =
∑
(id⊗H1)H2, which is again equivalent
to (4.60) in view of (4.56). Thus, the diagram (4.57) commutes, as desired. 
Lastly, we can check if the diagram
Mn12 ⊗M ℓn3
T21 //
A1A2P(12)

M ℓ1m ⊗Mm23
A1

Mn3ℓ ⊗M12n M1mℓ ⊗Mm23T12
oo
(4.62)
commutes, where P(12) is permutation of the two factors. Geometrically, this is encoded as in
Figure 6.
Proposition 4.19. One has T12A1T21 = A1A2P(12).
Proof. Consider the diagram
HomB(Hn,H1 ⊗H2)
⊗HomB(Hℓ,Hn ⊗H3)
T
Hom
21 //
(AHomn3ℓ ⊗A
Hom
12n )P(12)

HomB(Hℓ,H1 ⊗Hm)
⊗HomB(Hm,H2 ⊗H3)
AHom1mℓ ⊗id

HomB(Hn,H3 ⊗Hℓ)
⊗HomB(H1,H2 ⊗Hn)
HomB(H1,Hm ⊗Hℓ)
⊗HomB(Hm,H2 ⊗H3)
T
Hom
12oo
(4.63)
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k
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Tkj
AjAkP(12)
Tjk
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Figure 6. Geometric realization of the diagram (4.62)
In view of diagrams (4.44) and (4.54), it suffices to prove the commutativity of the diagram
(4.63).
As we did in the proof of Proposition 4.18, let
∑
f1⊗f2 ∈ HomB(Hn,H1⊗H2)⊗HomB(Hℓ,Hn⊗
H3), where f1 ∈ HomB(Hn,H1 ⊗H2)⊗ and f2 ∈ HomB(Hℓ,Hn ⊗H3). Denote
THom21
(∑
f1 ⊗ f2
)
=
∑
h1 ⊗ h2,(4.64)
where h1 ∈ HomB(Hℓ,H1 ⊗Hm) and h2 ∈ HomB(Hm,H2 ⊗H3), and let
F1 = A
Hom
12n f1, F2 = A
Hom
n3ℓ f2, H1 = A
Hom
1mℓ h1.(4.65)
We use the maps Jijk : HomB(Hk,Hi⊗Hj)→ Inv(Hi⊗Hj ⊗H′k) and ′Jijk : HomB(Hk,Hi⊗
Hj)→ Inv(′Hk⊗Hi⊗Hj), similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.18, to define the following
(be careful that a same symbol may have a different definition than as in the proof of Proposition
4.18):
f˜1 = J12nf1, f˜2 = Jn3ℓf2, h˜1 = J1mℓh1, h˜2 = J23mh2,
F˜1 =
′J2n1F1, F˜2 =
′J3ℓnF2, H˜1 =
′Jmℓ1H1.
What we should prove is that (4.65) and (4.64) imply
THom12
(∑
H1 ⊗ h2
)
=
∑
F2 ⊗ F1.(4.66)
So, assume (4.65) and (4.64). In view of (4.43), the three equations in (4.65) mean
f˜1 = (
′D1)(C
′
n)F˜1, f˜2 = (
′Dn)(C
′
ℓ)F˜2, h˜1 = (
′D1)(C
′
ℓ)H˜1.(4.67)
In view of (4.56), the equation (4.64) means
∑
(f1 ⊗ id)f2 =
∑
(id⊗ h2)h1, hence∫
f˜1(x1, x2, xn)f˜2(xn, x3, xℓ)φ(xℓ)dxℓdxn =
∫
h˜2(x2, x3, xm)h˜1(x1, xm, xℓ)φ(xℓ)dxℓdxm,
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for any φ(xℓ) ∈ Hℓ ≡ L2(R, xℓ). Therefore, as distributions,∫
f˜1(x1, x2, xn)f˜2(xn, x3, xℓ)dxn =
∫
h˜2(x2, x3, xm)h˜1(x1, xm, xℓ)dxm∫
((′D1)(C
′
n)F˜1)((
′Dn)(C
′
ℓ)F˜2)dxn =
∫
h˜2((
′D1)(C
′
ℓ)H˜1)dxm (by (4.67))∫
((′D1)F˜1)((C
′
ℓ)F˜2)dxn =
∫
h˜2((
′D1)(C
′
ℓ)H˜1)dxm (by (4.35))∫
F˜1F˜2dxn =
∫
h˜2H˜1dxm. (apply (
′U1)(D
′
ℓ) and use (4.30))
Thus we obtained∫
F˜1(x1, x2, xn)F˜2(xn, x3, nℓ)dxn =
∫
h˜2(x2, x3, xm)H˜1(x1, xm, xℓ)dxm
as distributions, which is equivalent to
∑
(id⊗F2)F1 =
∑
(h2⊗id)H1, which is again equivalent
to (4.66) in view of (4.56). Thus, the diagram (4.63) commutes, as desired. 
The summary of Propositions 4.8, 4.14, 4.18, and 4.19 is:
Theorem 4.20. The operators T, A satisfy
A3 = id, T23T12 = T12T13T23, A2T21A1 = A1T12A2, T12A1T21 = A1A2P(12).(4.68)
4.5. Family of operators A(m), m ∈ R. For any real number m, put
A(m) := ζm
2−1Ae2πa(m−1)p,(4.69)
where ζ = e−πia
2/3 = e−2iχe−πi/6. In particular, A = A(1). Then we have an interesting
observation:
Proposition 4.21. The operators T, A(m) satisfy
(A(m))3 = id, T23T12 = T12T13T23,
A
(m)
2 T21A
(m)
1 = A
(m)
1 T12A
(m)
2 , T12A
(m)
1 T21 = ζ
1−m2A
(m)
1 A
(m)
2 P(12).
(4.70)
Proof. Let’s view pj , xj ,Aj ,A
(m)
j ,T12 andT21 (for j = 1, 2) as acting on L
2(R, dx1)⊗L2(R, dx2).
For the first relation, we view p, x,A as acting on L2(R, dx). In this proof, the result (4.51)
(from Proposition 4.16) is constantly used:
AxA−1 = x+ 3p− ia, ApA−1 = −x− 2p.
Observe that
(A(m))3 = ζ3(m
2−1)Ae2πa(m−1)pAe2πa(m−1)pAe2πa(m−1)p
= ζ3(m
2−1)Ae2πa(m−1)pAe2πa(m−1)pe2πa(m−1)(−x−2p)A (by (4.51))
= ζ3(m
2−1)eπi(m−1)
2a2Ae2πa(m−1)pAe2πa(m−1)(−x−p)A (by BCH)
= ζ3(m
2−1)eπi(m−1)
2a2Ae2πa(m−1)pe2πa(m−1)(−p+ia)AA (by (4.51))
= ζ3(m
2−1)eπi((m−1)
2+2(m−1))a2AAA = ζ3(m
2−1)eπi(m
2−1)a2A3 = id,
because ζ3(m
2−1) = e−πi(m
2−1)a2 and A3 = id (by Proposition 4.14); by BCH we mean the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
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In this proof, we also use the conjugation action of T12 on the heisenberg generators pj , xj ,
as studied in Proposition 5.4; among them, we use
T12e
2πa(m−1)(−p1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)T−112 = e
2πa(m−1)(−p1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2),(4.71)
T12e
2πa(m−1)(−p1−2p1)T−112 = e
2πa(m−1)(−p1−2p1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2).(4.72)
From (4.69) and (4.51), we have A(m) = ζm
2−1e2πa(m−1)(−x−2p)A. Observe
A
(m)
2 T21A
(m)
1 e
−2πa(m−1)p1 = ζm
2−1A
(m)
2 T21A1 = ζ
2(m2−1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)A2T21A1,
A
(m)
1 T12A
(m)
2 e
−2πa(m−1)p1 = ζm
2−1A
(m)
1 T12e
−2πa(m−1)p1e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)A2
= ζm
2−1A
(m)
1 e
−2πa(m−1)p1e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)T12A2 (by (4.71))
= ζ2(m
2−1)A1e
2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)T12A2
= ζ2(m
2−1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)A1T12A2.
Using A2T21A1 = A1T12A2, we can now deduce A
(m)
2 T21A
(m)
1 = A
(m)
1 T12A
(m)
2 . Note also
that
T12A
(m)
1 T21 = ζ
m2−1T12e
2πa(m−1)(−x1−2p1)A1T21
= ζm
2−1e2πa(m−1)(−x1−2p1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)T12A1T21, (by (4.71))
A
(m)
1 A
(m)
2 P(12) = ζ
2(m2−1)e2πa(m−1)(−x1−2p1)A1e
2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)A2P(12)
= ζ2(m
2−1)e2πa(m−1)(−x1−2p1)e2πa(m−1)(−x2−2p2)A1A2P(12).
Using T12A1T21 = A1A2P(12), we can now deduce T12A
(m)
1 T21 = ζ
1−m2A
(m)
1 A
(m)
2 P(12). 
Remark 4.22. In view of (4.70), the operator A(−1) is also special as our original operator
A(1), because m = −1 makes ζ1−m2 = 1 in the relation (4.70). It is an interesting question to
find a conceptual way of constructing A(−1).
5. Relation to the Kashaev representation
5.1. Kashaev’s construction. Kashaev defined the following (unitary) operators ([K3]):
T˜12 ≡ e2πip1x2Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2)−1, A˜ ≡ e−πi/3e3πix
2
eπi(p+x)
2
,(5.1)
where Ψb is defined as Ψb(z) = G(−z)e πi2 z2+iχ, the operator T˜12 acts on L2(R2, dx1dx2), and
the operator A˜ on L2(R, dx). The operator A˜ can be realized as integral transformation (e.g.
as in [K2]):
A˜ : L2(R, dα)→ L2(R, dβ), f(α) 7→
∫
R
e2πiαβeπiβ
2−πi/12f(α)dα.(5.2)
Theorem 5.1. (Kashaev [K2]) The operators T˜, A˜ satisfy
A˜3 = id, T˜12T˜13T˜23 = T˜23T˜12, A˜1T˜12A˜2 = A˜2T˜21A˜1, T˜12A˜1T˜21 = ζA˜1A˜2P(12),(5.3)
where ζ = e−πia
2/3 is same as ours.
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Definition 5.2. For an index set I, the Kashaev group GI associated to I is the group with
generators aj , tjk, pjk (j, k ∈ I), with the relations for all j, k, ℓ ∈ I
a3j = e,
ajtjkak = aktkjaj,
tjkajtkj = ajakpjk,
tkℓtjk = tjktjℓtkℓ,
and pj,k satisfies the relations of an involution of j, k ∈ I in the permutation group of the set
I. We also define the central extension ĜI of GI with the corresponding generators âj, t̂jk, p̂jk
and the central element z satisfying the same relations as GI except tjkajtkj = ajakpjk, which
is replaced by
t̂ij âit̂ji = zâiâj p̂ij .
From (5.3) and Proposition 4.21, (T,A(m)) (for each m ∈ R) is a representation of ĜI with
z represented by the identity times ζ1−m
2
, while by Theorem 5.1 (T˜, A˜) is a representation of
ĜI with z represented by the identity times ζ.
We will now construct a family (T˜, A˜(m)) of representations of the central extension ĜI of
the Kashaev group, having Kashaev’s pair of operators (T˜, A˜) as its member, and prove the
(unitary) equivalence of the family with another one, namely (T,A(m)).
5.2. Conjugation action on Heisenberg generators. As a preliminary, we study how the
operators T˜ and A˜ act on the Heisenberg generators pj , xj by conjugation:
Proposition 5.3. For any ℓ ∈ R, one has
T˜12e
ℓ(p1+p2)T˜−112 = e
ℓp2 , T˜12e
ℓx1T˜−112 = e
ℓ(x1+x2), T˜12e
ℓ(p1+x2)T˜−112 = e
ℓ(p1+x2),
T˜12e
2πb±1p1T˜−112 = e
2πb±1p1(1 + eπib
±2
e2πb
±1(x1−p1+p2)), A˜xA˜−1 = p− x, A˜pA˜−1 = −x.
Proof. The last two relations about A˜ is already mentioned by Kashaev ([K3]). We use the
following: for a function f (that has a necessary analytic continuation) and for ℓ ∈ R, one has
e−ℓpf(x)eℓp = f(x+
iℓ
2π
).(5.4)
The first three relations will be obtained as corollary of Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 5.6,
hence we only prove the fourth one (though it’s equally easy to get the first three here). Using
(5.4), one can get
e2πb
±1p1Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2)e−2πb
±1p1 = Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2 − ib±1),
e2πip1x2e2πb
±1p1e−2πip1x2 = e2πb
±1p1 ,
e2πip1x2e2πb
±1(x1+p2−x2)e−2πip1x2 = e2πb
±1(x1−p1+p2).
Thus, using the above obtained formulas and functional equations of Ψb:
Ψb(w)
−1Ψb(w − ib±1) = (1 + e−πib
±2
e2πb
±1w),
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we obtain
T˜12e
2πb±1p1T˜−112 = e
2πip1x2Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2)−1e2πb
±1p1Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2)e−2πip1x2
= e2πip1x2Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2)−1Ψb(x1 + p2 − x2 − ib±1)e2πb
±1p1e−2πip1x2
= e2πip1x2(1 + e−πib
±2
e2πb(x1+p2−x2))e2πb
±1p1e−2πip1x2
= (1 + e−πib
±2
e2πb
±1(x1−p1+p2))e2πb
±1p1 = e2πb
±1p1(1 + eπib
±2
e2πb
±1(x1−p1+p2)).

Kashaev’s operator T˜ serves as a quantum version of the mutation operator corresponding to
a certain change of triangulation of a punctured surface (see [K1] and [GuL]); Proposition 5.3
shows the action of T˜ on the generators of the quantized algebra. We will see in the following
proposition that our T12 acts (by conjugation) on the same generators with p replaced by −p
and x by −x− 2p exactly in the same way as Kashaev’s T˜12. This suggests that our T can also
be viewed as a quantum mutation operator.
Proposition 5.4. If T12 is understood as a mapping from L
2(R2, dβdα) to L2(R2, dAdB),
then for ℓ ∈ R one has
T12e
ℓ(−pβ−pα) = eℓ(−pB)T12,
T12e
ℓ(−β−2pβ) = eℓ(−A−2pA)eℓ(−B−2pB)T12,
T12e
ℓ(−pβ)eℓ(−α−2pα) = eℓ(−pA)eℓ(−B−2pB)T12,
T12e
2πb±1(−pβ) = e2πb
±1(−pA)(1 + eπib
±2
e2πb
±1((−A−2pA)−(−pA)+(−pB)))T12,
A(0)(−x− 2p)(A(0))−1 = (−p)− (−x− 2p),
A(0)(−p)(A(0))−1 = −(−x− 2p).
Proof. The last two relations about A(0) come immediately from (4.52), and the fourth relation
about T12 can be obtained from Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.6. Recall that T12 is realized as
an integral transformation with distribution kernel T (β, α,A,B) (see (4.20) for its definition).
For brevity, T (β, α,A,B) will be denoted by T .
Note that G(α + β +A− 2B) = G(A+ (α−B) + (β −B)), and that
αA+ βB − αβ −AB + α2/2−B2/2 = A(α −B) + (α−B)((α − β) + (B − β))/2.
Hence eℓ(pβ+pα+pB)T = T (above shows T depends only on A, (α−B), (α− β), (B−β)), so for
all ℓ ∈ R we have
eℓ(pβ+pα)T = e−ℓpBT.(5.5)
Note that G(α + β +A− 2B) = G(α+ (β −B) + (A−B)), and that
αA+ βB − αβ −AB + α2/2−B2/2 = α(A − β) +B(β −A) + α2/2−B2/2,
hence it’s easy to see that e2πm(pβ+pA+pB)T = eπm(β−A−B)eπim
2/2T, for any m ∈ R; using
BCH formula, we get
eπm(−β+2pβ)T = eπm(−A−2pA)eπm(−B−2pB)T.(5.6)
Note that G(α + β +A− 2B) = G(α+ (β +A)− 2B), and that
αA + βB − αβ −AB + α2/2−B2/2 = (α−B)A+ β(B − α) + α2/2−B2/2,
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hence it’s easy to see for any m ∈ R that
e2πm(pA−pβ)T = eπ(m(α−B)−m(B−α))T = e2πm(α−B)T,(5.7)
thus eℓ(pA−pβ)T = eℓ(α−B)T , for any ℓ ∈ R. Since e2ℓ(pβ+pα+pB)T = T (by (5.5)), we can now
deduce from (5.7) that
eℓ(+pβ+2pα+pA+2pB)T = eℓ(pA−pβ)e2ℓ(pβ+pα+pB)T = eℓ(α−B)T,
which (together with BCH formula) yields
eℓpβeℓ(−α+2pα)T = eℓ(−pA)eℓ(−B−2pB)T.(5.8)
By taking transposes of (5.5), (5.6), and (5.8), we get the first three lines of the assertion of this
proposition. (The fourth relation can also be proved similarly, with the help of the functional
relations of G (2.2).) 
5.3. Family of projective representations of the Kashaev group. For any real number
m, put
A˜(m) := ζm
2
A˜e−2πamp.(5.9)
In particular, Kashaev’s operator is A˜ = A˜(0). Using similar argument as in Proposition 4.21
(which now relies on Proposition 5.3), we obtain the following result:
Proposition 5.5. The operators T˜, A˜(m) satisfy
(A˜(m))3 = id, T˜23T˜12 = T˜12T˜13T˜23,
A˜
(m)
2 T˜21A˜
(m)
1 = A˜
(m)
1 T˜12A˜
(m)
2 , T˜12A˜
(m)
1 T˜21 = ζ
1−m2A˜
(m)
1 A˜
(m)
2 P(12).
(5.10)

Thus we have two families of representations of the central extension ĜI of the Kashaev group:
(T,A(m)) and (T˜, A˜(m)). In the next subsection we prove that these two families are equivalent.
5.4. Equivalence of the two families (T,A(m)) and (T˜, A˜(m)). Let U : L2(R, dx) →
L2(R, dy) and U−1 : L2(R, dy)→ L2(R, dx) be the unitary transformations given by
U : f(x) 7→ 1√
2
∫
R
e−πi(x+y)
2/2f(x)dx, U−1 : ϕ(y) 7→ 1√
2
∫
R
eπi(x+y)
2/2ϕ(y)dy.(5.11)
It is easy to show that these two are indeed inverses to each other, and that
UpU−1 = −p, UxU−1 = −x− 2p,(5.12)
if U and U−1 are understood as acting on L2(R, dx). Using U , we can consider the unitary
transformation U from ⊗j∈IHj (here I is an index set, as in Definition 5.2) to itself such that
UpjU
−1 = −pj, UxjU−1 = −xj − 2pj(5.13)
for every j ∈ I. We are now ready to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.6. For any real number m, we have U−1TU = T˜ and U−1A(m)U = A˜(m), i.e.
the representations (T,A(m)) and (T˜, A˜(m)) of the central extension ĜI of the Kashaev group
are equivalent via the unitary transformation U.
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Proof. It suffices to prove
U−1TU = T˜, and U−1A(0)U = A˜(0),(5.14)
because from (4.69), (5.9), (5.12), and (5.14) we can get
U−1A(m)U = U−1(ζm
2
A(0)e2πamp)U = ζm
2
A˜(0)e−2πamp = A˜(m)
for any real number m.
Recall (5.2) for the definition of A˜. We now compute
UA˜U−1 : L2(R, dα)
U−1 // L2(R, dx)
A˜ // L2(R, dy)
U // L2(R, dβ)
as follows:
(UA˜U−1f)(β) =
∫
1
2
e−πi(y+β)
2/2e2πixy+πiy
2−πi/12eπi(x+α)
2/2f(α)dαdxdy
=
√
2eπi/4
2
∫
eπi(−β
2/2−3y2/2−βy−2yα)−πi/12f(α)dαdy (by (4.49) for x)
=
e−πi/12√
3
∫
eπi(2α
2/3+2αβ/3−β2/3)f(α)dα (by (4.49) for y)
= ζ−1(Ae−2πapαf)(β) = (A(0)f)(β). (by (4.50), (4.69))
This proves U−1A(0)U = A˜ = A˜(0).
From (5.13), we first note that
UT˜12U
−1 = e2πip1(x2+2p2)Ψb(−x1 − 2p1 + x2 + p2)−1.(5.15)
Our aim is to realize (5.15) as an integral transformation and to compute its distribution
kernel. To do this, we introduce some transformations: U ′ : L2(R, dx) → L2(R, dy), (U ′)−1 :
L2(R, dy)→ L2(R, dx), given by
U ′ : f(x) 7→
∫
R
eπix
2−2πixyf(x)dx, (U ′)−1 : ϕ(y) 7→
∫
R
e−πix
2+2πixyϕ(y)dy.
Then it’s easy to show that indeed above defined U ′ and (U ′)−1 are inverses to each other, and
U ′(p+ x)(U ′)−1 = x, U ′x(U ′)−1 = −p.(5.16)
The idea is to put the identity operators (U ′)−1U ′ and UU−1 appropriately, and use (5.12) and
(5.16). First, let’s compute I(x1, x2) := Ψb(−x1 − 2p1 + x2 + p2)−1f(x1, x2), for f ∈ W ⊗W :
I(x1, x2) = Ψb(−x1 − 2p1 + x2 + p2)−1f(x1, x2)
=
∫
R
e−πix
2
2+2πix2y2Ψb(−x1 − 2p1 + y2)−1(
∫
R
eπix
′2
2 −2πix
′
2y2f(x1, x
′
2)dx
′
2)dy2
=
∫
R
e−πix
2
2+2πix2y2
·
[∫
R
e−πi(y1+x1)
2/2
√
2
Ψb(y1 + y2)
−1
(∫
R
eπi(y1+x
′
1)
2/2
√
2
(
∫
R
eπix
′2
2 −2πix
′
2y2f(x′1, x
′
2)dx
′
2)dx
′
1
)
dy1
]
dy2.
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Recall Ψb(z) = G(−z)e πi2 z2+iχ; thus Ψb(z)−1 = G(z)e−πi2 z2−iχ. So
I(x1, x2) =
1
2
e−iχ
∫
R4
G(y1 + y2) exp(∗C1)f(x′1, x′2)dy1dy2dx′1dx′2,
(∗C1)/(πi) = −x22 + 2x2y2 − (y1 + x1)2/2− (y1 + y2)2/2 + (y1 + x′1)2/2 + x′22 − 2x′2y2
= −Y 2/2 + y1(x′1 − x1 − 2x2 + 2x′2)− 2Y (x′2 − x2) + (−x21/2− x22 + x′12/2 + x′22 )
for y1 + y2 = Y (change of variables: use Y instead of y2). Hence, integration w.r.t. y1 yields
the factor 2δ(x′1 − x1 − 2x2 + 2x′2). Now, use Fourier transform formula (2.13):∫
R
G(Y )e−
πi
2 Y
2
e−2πiY wdY = eiχG(w − ia)e πi2 w2e−πaw,
for w = x′2 − x2; integration w.r.t. Y yields
I(x1, x2) =
∫
R2
δ(x′1 − x1 − 2x2 + 2x′2)G(x′2 − x2 − ia) exp(∗C3)f(x′1, x′2)dx′1dx′∩x22 ,
(∗C3)/(πi) = (−x21/2− x22 + x′12/2 + x′22 ) + (x′22/2 + x22/2− x′2x2) + ia(x′2 − x2).
Now, integration w.r.t. x′1 has the effect of replacing x
′
1 by x1 + 2x2 − 2x′2, because of the
δ(x′1 − x1 − 2x2 + 2x′2) factor:
I(x1, x2) =
∫
R
G(x′2 − x2 − ia) exp(∗C4)f(x1 + 2x2 − 2x′2, x′2)dx′∩x22 ,(5.17)
(∗C4)/(πi) = 3x22/2 + 7x′22/2 + 2x1x2 − 2x1x′2 − 5x2x′2 + ia(x′2 − x2).
By putting the identity operator UU−1 appropriately and using (5.12), we get
UT˜12U
−1f(x1, x2) = e
2πip1(x2+2p2)I(x1, x2)
=
∫
R
e−πi(w2+x2)
2/2
√
2
[
e2πip1(−w2)
∫
R
eπi(w2+z2)
2/2
√
2
I(x1, z2)dz2
]
dw2
=
1
2
∫
R
e−πi(w2+x2)
2/2
[∫
R
eπi(w2+z2)
2/2I(x1 − w2, z2)dz2
]
dw2.(5.18)
Now, by putting (5.17) into (5.18), we get
UT˜12U
−1f(x1, x2) =
1
2
∫
R3
G(x′2 − z2 − ia)f(x1 − w2 + 2z2 − 2x′2, x′2) exp(∗C5)dx′∩z22 dz2dw2,
(∗C5)/(πi) = +2z22 + 7x′22/2 + 2x1z2 − 2(x1 − w2)x′2 − 5z2x′2 + ia(x′2 − z2)− x22/2− w2x2 − w2z2.
Do changes of variables z2 7→ z = x′2 − z2 and w2 7→W = x1 − w2 − 2z:
UT˜12U
−1f(x1, x2) =
1
2
∫
R3
G(z − ia)f(W,x′2) exp(∗C6)dx′2dWdz∩0,
(∗C6)/(πi) = (Wx2 + x′2x1 −Wx′2 − x1x2 + x′22/2− x22/2) + iaz + z(−W − x′2 − x1 + 2x2).
It is easy to check by inspection that UT˜12U
−1f(x1, x2) = (T12f)(x1, x2) (see (4.22), (4.20),
and (4.21) for definition of T12). Thus, U
−1TU = T˜. 
Remark 5.7. Recall A = A(1), A˜ = A˜(0), thus U−1AU 6= A˜. Recall also that A(−1) was
special because m = −1 makes ζ1−m2 = 1 in the relation (4.70). Thus, (T,A(1)) and (T,A(−1))
are genuine representations (as opposed to projective ones) of the Kashaev group. The operator
A(0), which corresponds to the the Kashaev’s operator, lies “in between” A(1) and A(−1).
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One might wonder where the modified Heisenberg pair (−p,−x−2p) (acting on the multiplicity
modules M) come from. Consider the following elements of the fraction field of B ⊗ B:
Z1 = 1⊗X + Y −1 ⊗ Y, Z2 = (X−1 ⊗ 1 +X−1Y ⊗ Y −1X)−1,
and also Z˜1 and Z˜2, obtained by replacing X,Y by X˜, Y˜ in definition of Z1 and Z2, respectively.
It’s easy to check that all these four elements commute with ∆X and ∆Y , and
Z1Z2 = q
2Z2Z1, Z˜1Z˜2 = q˜
2Z˜2Z˜1, Z
1/b2
1 = Z˜1, Z
1/b2
2 = Z˜2,
where the last two relations are as operators (represented via π⊗2).
By first letting these four elements act on H⊗H by π⊗ π and then transferring these actions
toM⊗H via the isomorphismH⊗H ∼−→M⊗H, we find out that these elements act only onM
(not onH), and the actions of Z1, Z2, Z˜1, Z˜2 are e2πbpα , e2πb(−α−2pα), e2πb−1pα , e2πb−1(−α−2pα),
respectively.
6. Finite-dimensional and universal quantum Teichmu¨ller spaces
6.1. Quantum Teichmu¨ller spaces of Riemann surfaces. In general one can define a
quantization of the Teichmu¨ller space of genus g surfaces with s punctures and r boundary
components with (δ1, δ2, . . . , δr) distinguished points [P4]. We’ll consider first a simple example
of a disk with n distinguished points on the boundary, which we’ll view as an n-gon.
Let the edges of the n-gon be enumerated counterclockwise from 0 to n − 1, where i-th edge
corresponds to the representation Hi ∼= H. The special role of the 0-edge is accounted in the
decoration of the n-gon with n − 2 dots near all vertices except the endpoints of the 0-edge.
It is well known that various triangulations of n-gon are in one-to-one correspondence with
various arrangements of brackets (i.e. parentheses) in the product H1⊗H2⊗· · ·⊗Hn−1, where
the role of dots is as in Figure 1. Note that a choice of triangulation also uniquely determines
the placement of each dot near every vertex in a particular triangle of the triangulation. For
example, the decorated triangulation of a 6-gon as in Figure 7 corresponds to the following
5
0
1
2
3
4
••
• •
Figure 7. An example of a decorated triangulation of a 6-gon
arrangement of brackets
Hom(H0, (H1 ⊗ ((H2 ⊗H3)⊗H4))⊗H5).
By forgetting the brackets, we are now able to identify the quantum Teichmu¨ller space of an
n-gon directly with the space of intertwining operators
Hom(H0,H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn−1).(6.1)
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Clearly, we could consider a dual construction of the quantum Teichmu¨ller space of an n-gon
identifying it with the space of intertwining operators
Hom(Hn−1 ⊗Hn−2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H1,H0).(6.2)
The isomorphism of the two quantizations results from isomorphisms Hi ∼= H′i for all i, and the
isomorphisms of Hom’s with their duals.
Combining two pictures together we obtain a quantization of an n-gon with a distinguished
oriented diagonal rather than an edge. In this case the quantum Teichmu¨ller space becomes
Hom(Hsm ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hs1 ,Hr1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hrk),(6.3)
where k+m = n. As in Figure 8, the distinguished diagonal divides the edges into two ordered
s1
s2· · ·
sm
r1
r2 · · ·
rk
•
•
•
•
•
•
Figure 8. Quantization of an n-gon with a distinguished oriented diagonal
sets and the orientation of the diagonal defines the order of edges within each of the two sets.
Note that the decoration of the n-gon with the diagonal has n− 2 dots near all vertices except
the endpoints of this diagonal.
Constructions of quantum Teichmu¨ller spaces for a more general bordered surface with punc-
tures from the representationH of the quantum plane are similar [K1] [GuL] [CF]. We will now
consider another important example: construction of the quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space,
which can be viewed as a certain limit of the quantum Teichmu¨ller spaces of n-gons when n
tends to infinity.
6.2. Quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space. Penner introduced in [P2] the “largest” ver-
sion of the universal Teichmu¨ller space Homeo+(S
1)/Mo¨b(S1) modeled on the group of ori-
entation preserving homeomorphisms of the unit circle factored by the Mo¨bius group; he also
constructed a parametrization of this space using the Farey tessellation (which is a triangulation
of the hyperbolic plane; see Figure 9) with the distinguished oriented edge that connects the
0-vertex to the ∞-vertex.
The vertices of the Farey tessellation are marked by the rational numbers including ∞: Q̂ =
Q∪{∞}. The ideal triangles of the Farey tessellation are in a natural one-to-one correspondence
with nonzero rational numbers: Q× = Q \ {0}. The correspondence is obtained by assigning to
a triangle its “intermediate” vertex in the upper or lower semicircle.
To construct the quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space we consider the Farey tessellation as
an inductive limit of n-gons, all containing the oriented edge from 0 to ∞. Suppose that a
fixed n-gon has vertices at the points 0,∞, and r2, r3, . . . , rk ∈ Q>0 and s2, s3, . . . , sm ∈ Q<0,
k+m = n. We set r1 = 0, s1 =∞, and we’ll also mark the edges by the same rational numbers
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0
1
1
0
- 11
- 21
- 31
- 32
- 41
- 12
- 13
- 23
- 14
1
2
1
3
2
3
1
4
1
1
2
1
3
1
3
2
4
1
Figure 9. The Farey tessellation with distinguished oriented edge
as their initial point with respect to the counterclockwise direction. Then the corresponding
quantum Teichmu¨ller space will be precisely (6.3).
Thus formally quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space can be identified with
Hom
 ⊗
s∈−Q−1≥0
Hs,
⊗
r∈Q≥0
Hr
 ,(6.4)
where the product is taken in the increasing order of indices in Q≥0 and decreasing order of
indices in −Q−1≥0 ≡ Q<0 ∪ {∞}. By dualizing all H’s in the first product of (6.4) we can obtain
even more symmetric form of the quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space, namely
Inv
⊗
r∈Q̂
Hr
 ,(6.5)
where the factors are ordered in the counterclockwise direction of the circle with the assumed
cyclic symmetry.
The most natural way to make sense of the infinite tensor product in (6.5) is to realize it as
the space of functions on a real Hilbert space
H = ⊗r∈Q̂Rer, (er, es) = δr,s,(6.6)
with respect to a Gaussian measure. For any finite set r1, . . . , rn ∈ Q̂ we have a finite dimen-
sional orthogonal projection in H
Pr1...rn : H → Hr1...rn ,(6.7)
where Hr1...rn = Rer1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Rern . Then for fixed t > 0 one can define a Gaussian premeasure
µ˜t on the cylinder sets in H by
µ˜t(x ∈ H,Pr1...rnx ∈ F ) = (2πt)−n/2
∫
F
e−
||x||2
2t dnx,(6.8)
where F is a Borel subset of Hr1...rn . To construct an actual Gaussian measure µ
t one needs
to complete H to a Banach space B with respect to a measurable norm | · |, see [Ku], and
extend µ˜t to cylinder sets in B. Then µt is σ-additive in the σ-field generated by cylinder sets.
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This completes our construction of the quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space. Note that it is
invariant under the action of the modular group, which acts naturally on the basis of H .
One can look for an intrinsic geometric realization of the space H related to the Farey tessella-
tion that determines the coordinates of the classical Teichmu¨ller space. Penner in [P3] proposed
wavelet bases for the space of all complex-valued functions defined on the unit circle S1. These
wavelet bases are naturally indexed by the edges of the Farey tessellation, which are in one-to-
one correspondence with Q̂\{0, 1,∞}, and three more real coordinates that parametrize the Lie
algebra of the Mo¨bius group. This brings us very close back to more traditional quantizations
of two “smaller” versions of the universal Teichmu¨ller spaces Diff+(S
1)/Mo¨b(S1) [KiY] and
QS+(S
1)/Mo¨b(S1) [NS], modeled on the groups of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms and
quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms of the unit circle.
Our construction, however, suggests one more (at this moment only heuristic) candidate for
the quantum universal Teichmu¨ller space. It comes out from another remarkable appearance
of the rational numbers as a natural index set in the classification of the projective modules for
the quantum torus [Co], which can be viewed as a unitary counterpart of the quantum plane.
The projective modules Er, r ∈ Q̂, can be extended to bimodules over another quantum torus
with
q˜2 = e2πi
aτ+b
cτ+d , r =
d
c
,(6.9)
where
(
a b
c d
) ∈ PSL2(Z) is a representative of a coset in Γ∞\PSL2(Z) ∼= Q̂, and Γ∞ is the
subgroup of upper triangular matrices. These bimodules give rise to a Morita equivalence of
quantum tori for all q˜ in (6.9) [R], [Co]. For r = 0 we obtain the modular double as the one
studied in our paper, for r = ∞, E∞ is the free module, i.e. the quantum torus algebra itself.
The coincidence mentioned above leads to another version of the quantum universal Teichmu¨ller
space in the unitary case, namely
Inv
⊗
r∈Q̂
Er
 ,(6.10)
where the tensor product can be defined as in the case of the quantum plane though the unitarity
is no longer preserved. Since E∞ is the quantum torus algebra itself (6.10) simplifies to just the
tensor product of all projective, but not free, modules
⊗r∈QEr.(6.11)
Returning back to the quantum plane, we conjecture that the Morita equivalence for q˜ as in
(6.9) still holds, in an appropriate sense, and the tensor product of the corresponding bimodules
as in (6.11) gives rise to another quantization of the universal Teichmu¨ller space.
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